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The map b  Hb :=(I&P) Mb P from analytic functions on the unit disk D to
the associated Hankel operators on the Hardy space or the weighted Bergman
spaces is known to be an important tool in studying the ``size'' of the function b in
terms of the ``size'' of Hb . Moreover, this map is equivariant, namely it intertwines
the natural actions of the Mo bius group Aut(D) on functions and operators. This
theory extends to some extent to the context of the open unit ball Bn in C
n, but it
fails in Cartan domains of rank r>1, because in this case the map b  Hb trivializes
as Hb is compact only if Hb=0 (and b is constant). We study generalizations Ab
of Hankel operators in the context of weighted Bergman spaces over a Cartan
domain of tube type with rank r>1. The map b  Ab is equivariant and non-trivial.
We study also in this context generalized Bloch and little Bloch spaces (B and B0
respectively), and generalized BMOA and VMOA spaces with respect to
weighted volume measure. The main results are that Ab is bounded if and only if
b # B if and only if b # BMOA, and Ab is compact if and only if b # B0 if and only
if b # VMOA.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Let D be a domain in Cn and let & be a measure on D so that the sub-
space L2a(&) of analytic functions in L
2(&) :=L2(D , &) is not trivial, and let
P : L2(&)  L2a(&) be the orthogonal projection. The Hankel operator
associated with an analytic function b on D is Hb :=(I&P) Mb P, where
Mb is the operator of multiplication by b . A central theme in the study of
Hankel operators is that the ``size'' of the symbol b (i.e. its smoothness,
growth and oscillation properties) can be expressed in terms of the ``size''
of the operator Hb (i.e. boundedness, compactness, and the rate of decay of
the singular numbers). The investigations of this topic were particularly
successful in the context of the open unit disk D/C. Here the underlying
Hilbert spaces are either the Hardy space H 2(T)/L2(T) :=L2(T, dt2?),
or the weighted Bergman spaces L2a (D, +*) :=H(D) & L
2(D, +*), *>1,
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where H(D) denotes the space of all analytic functions on D and
d+*(z) :=((*&1)?)(1&|z| 2)*&2 dm(z), dm(z) :=dx dy. The main results
are the following.
(1) In the context of H 2(T):
(1.1) Hb is bounded (or, compact) if and only if b # BMOA (respec-
tively, b # VMOA), see [N] and [H].
(1.2) Hb is in the Schatten class Sp if and only if b is in the Besov
space Bp=B1pp, p, 0<p<, see [Pe1], [Pe2], and [S].
(2) In the context of L2a(D, +*):
(2.1) Hb is bounded (or, compact) if and only if b is in the Bloch
space (respectively, b is in the little Bloch space), see [Ax] and [AFP1].
(2.2) Hb # Sp if and only if b # Bp for 1<p<, [AFP1].
(2.3) The smallest unitary ideal containing non-zero Hankel
operator is S1,  , see [No] and also [AFP1]. in particular Hb # Sp for
0<p1 if and only if Hb=0, i.e. b is constant. (This is the ``cut-off ''
phenomenon at p=1).
An important feature of this theory is its Mo bius invariance. The Mo bius
group Aut(D) (consisting of all biholomorphic automorphisms of the D)
acts transitively on D. Aut(D) acts isometrically on L2(D, +*) and L2a(D, +*)
via
U (*)(.) f :=( f b .)(.$)*2, . # Aut(D). (1.1)
H 2(T) is the limiting case of the spaces L2a(D, +*) as * a 1, and Aut(D) acts
on H 2(T) and L2(T) isometrically via the operators U 1(.) f :=
( f b .)(.$)12, . # Aut(D). In all cases,
U (*)(.) Hb U (*)(.)&1=Hb b . , (1.2)
i.e. the map b  Hb intertwines the actions Hb  U (*)(.) Hb U (*)(.)
&1
of
Aut(D) on Hankel operators and the unweighted action U (0)(.) f := f b .
of Aut(D) on the space of ``symbols'' b.
Parts of this theory were successfully extended to the context of the open
unit ball Bn in Cn, where the cut-off occurs at p=2n, see [AFJP], [Z1],
[Z2], [Pel], and [HY]. Bn is a natural generalization of D, since Aut(Bn)
acts on it transitively. Thus Bn is a bounded symmetric domain of rank
one, and every such domain is biholomorphically equivalent to Bn for some
n. The Hankel operators Hb were investigated also in the context of the
weighted Bergman spaces on Cartan domains (i.e. a circular, convex,
irreducible bounded symmetric domains) in Cn. The main results, due to
[BBCZ] are that Hb is bounded if and only if b is in the Bloch space, and
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that if D is of rank r>1 then Hb is compact if and only if Hb=0, i.e. b is
constant. Thus the cut-off occurs at p= and the study of the ``size'' of b
in terms of the degree of compactness of Hb is impossible. We remark that
the ``small'' Hankel operators PMb P in the context of general bounded
symmetric domain and general symbols can be compact (and even in
Schatten classes) without being trivial, see [Z3].
In this paper we concentrate on the case where D is a Cartan domain of
tube type and rank r>1 in Cn for which nr is an integer (the meaning of
these notions will be explained in Section 2 bellow). We study a map
b  Ab from analytic functions on D to operators on Aut(D)-invariant
Hilbert spaces (introduced in [A2]), which intertwine the natural actions
of Aut(D) on functions and operators, and is non-trivial in the sense that
there exist non-zero compact (and even HilbertSchmidt) operators of
the form Ab . The operators Ab are natural generalizations of the Hankel
operators Hb , and share many of their properties. We call them
``generalized Hankel operators''. The construction of Ab uses the composi-
tion series
C1=M0/M1/M2/ } } } /Mq=H(D)
of Aut(D)-invariant subspaces of the space H(D) of analytic functions on
D, see (2.19). The kernel of the map b  Ab is Mq&1, thus the symbol b of
Ab ``lives'' on the highest quotient Mq Mq&1 of the composition series. This
is in contrast with the fact that the symbol of Hb ``lives'' on the much bigger
quotient Mq M0 . This explains why Hb is much bigger that Ab (and why
it cannot be compact without being zero).
We study also two important types of Aut(D)-invariant Banach spaces of
analytic functions on D (modulo Mq&1): Besov type spaces and oscillation
spaces. The invariant Besov type spaces include the generalized Bloch and
little Bloch spaces B and B0 respectively, which play an important role in
our work. They generalize the ordinary Bloch and little Bloch spaces
studied by Timoney in [T1] and [T2]. Unlike Timoney's Bloch spaces
which ``live'' on Mq M0 , our generalized Bloch spaces ``live'' on Mq Mq&1 .
The invariant oscillation spaces include the generalized BMOA and
VMOA spaces (with respect to weighted volume measures), denoted by
BMOA and VMOA respectively.
The main results of the paper are that Ab is bounded if and only if b # B
if and only if b # BMOA, and Ab is compact if and only if b # B0 if and
only if b # VMOA. These result extend previous results on the bounded-
ness and compactness of Hankel operators on Bergman spaces. They
extend also our previous result in [A2], saying that Ab belongs to the
HilbertSchmidt class S2 if and only if b is in the generalized Besov space
B2 (called also the generalized Dirichlet space).
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 below provides the necessary
background in analysis on bounded symmetric domains, and in particular
in the structure theory of invariant Hilbert spaces of analytic functions on
Cartan domains. Our general references here are the monographs [U2]and
[FK2], and in particular the survey article [A1](to which the reader is
referred for more details and proofs) and the references therein. Section 3
is devoted to the construction of the generalized Hankel operator Ab and
the study of its basic properties. In Section 4 we study the invariant Besov-
type and oscillation spaces, and in particularthe spaces B, B0 , BMOA,
and VMOA mentioned above. Section 5 is devoted to the proof of our
main result on the characterization of the boundedness of Ab in terms of
the the membership of b in B or BMOA. This section contains also some
new estimates of the hypergeometric functions associated with Cartan
domains. Section 6 is devoted to the characterization of compactness of Ab
in terms of the membership of b in B0 or VMOA, and to various charac-
terizations of B0 (analogous to the characterizations of the little Bloch
space in the context of the unit disk). Finally, the Appendix (Section 8)
provides a characterization of the PeterWeyl multipliers of H(D) which
is needed in Section 4.
There are some natural and interesting questions concerning the
generalized Hankel operators Ab which we leave for further investigations.
For instance, the methods developed here can be used in the study of the
membership of Ab in the Schatten classes Sp in terms of the membership of
the symbol b in the generalized Besov spaces Bp . Also, it is possible to
study the generalized Hankel operators in the context of the Hardy space
H 2(S ) over the Shilov boundary S of D. Preliminary considerations show
that this theory is much different from the theory developed here in the
context of the weighted Bergman spaces. Finally, we remark that we
restrict ourselves here to Cartan domains of tube type mainly for technical
reasons, and that it should be possible to extend our theory to general
Cartan domains.
2. Background and Preliminaries
Let D be a Cartan domain of tube type of rank r in Cn. It is known that
Cn can be equipped with the structure of a JB*-algebra, so that D is its
open unit ball. Namely, there exists a Jordan product xy with a unit ele-
ment e, and an involution x [ x* on Cn so that the resulting system Z is
a JB*-algebra. We denote by N(z) the Jordan-theoretic determinant (or,
``norm'') polynomial. Let us choose and fix a frame [ej]rj=1 of minimal,
pairwise orthogonal self-adjoint idempotents in Z with rj=1 ej=e. Set
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uj :=ri=1 ei and Zj :=[z # Z; uj z=z], 1 jr. Then Zj is a JB*-sub-
algebra of Z, with a determinant polynomial denoted by Nj . The [Nj] are
the principal minors with respect to [ej]. Notice that Zr=Z and Nr=N.
An r-tuple m=(m1 , m2 , ..., mr) # N r is non-negative (notation: m0) if
m1m2 } } } mr0. The conical polynomials [Nm ; m0] are defined
by
Nm (z) :=N m1&m21 (z) N
m2&m3
2 (z) N
m3&m4
3 (z) } } } N
mr
r (z), z # Z.
Let Aut(D) be the group of all biholomorphic automorphisms of D. Let
G :=Aut(D)0 be the connected component of the identity in Aut(D), and
let K :=[. # G; .(0)=0] be its maximal compact subgroup. It is known
that K consists of linear transformations, which are unitary with respect to
the inner product determined by the ellipsoid of maximal volume contained
in D. Both Aut(D) and G acts transitively on D, and D is identified as a
Riemannian space with GK. Let S denote the Shilov boundary of D. It
is known that S=K(e) :=[k(e); k # K ], and thus S#KL, where L :=
[k # K; k(e)=e] is a closed subgroup of K. For every a # D let .a # G be
the geodesic reflection at the geodesic midpoint w=mid(a, 0) between a
and 0, i.e. .&1a =.a and w is an isolated fixed point of .a . In particular,
.a interchanges 0 and a. It is known that every  # G has the form
=.a b k, with a unique k # K and a :=(0).
Let H(D) be the space of holomorphic functions on D, and let
P :=P(D) be the subspace of polynomials. K acts on H(D) and P by
composition: f [ f b k, ( f # H(D), k # K ). It is known (see [Sc], [U1]
and [U2]) that the irreducible, K-invariant subspaces of P have the form
Pm :=span[Nm b k; k # K ], where m0. Moreover, the spaces [Pm ; m0]
are mutually K-inequivalent. It follows that P admits a direct sum decom-
position (called the PeterWeyl decomposition) P=m0 Pm . Since Nm
is a homogeneous polynomial of of degree |m| :=m1+ } } } +mr , the Peter
Weyl decomposition refines the homogeneous expansion P=l=0 Pl ,
namely Pl= |m|=l Pm . Moreover, Schur's lemma guarantees that the Pm 's
are orthogonal with respect to every K-invariant inner product on P, and
that any two K-invariant inner products on Pm are proportional. The
Fischer-Fock inner product is defined by
( f1 , f2) F :=
1
?n |Cn f1(z) f2(z) e
&|z|2 dm(z),
where |z| is the fixed K-invariant inner-product norm, and dm(z) is the
associated Lebesgue measure. It is known that for polynomials f1 , f2 ,
( f1 , f2)F=f1( f
>
2)(0),
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where f := f (z) and f >(z) :=f (z*). For each m0 let Km(z, w) be the
reproducing kernel of Pm with respect to ( } , } ) F .
Let h(z, w) be the unique K-invariant polynomial which is holomorphic
in z, anti-holomorphic in w, and satisfy h(x, x)=N(e&x2) for every self-
adjoint element x # Z. It is a fundamental fact that for every z, w # D and
* # C
h(z, w)&*= :
m0
(*)m Km(z, w), (2.1)
where
(*)m := `
j=1 \*&( j&1)
a
2+mj= `
r
j=1
`
mj&1
&=0 \*+&( j&1)
a
2+ . (2.2)
Here a is the characteristic multiplicity associated with any Peirce decom-
position of Z, see [A1]. The dimension n and the genus g of D are related
to the rank r and the characteristic multiplicity a via
n=r(r&1)
a
2
+r, g :=
2n
r
=(r&1) a+2.
It is sometimes convenient to express the polynomials (*)m in terms of
the Ko cherGindikin's Gamma function 10 (where 0 is the symmetric cone
associated with D, consisting of the positive elements in the associated
JB*-algebra Z). By definition,
10(t) :=|
0
e&tr(x)Nt&(nr)(x) dx (2.3)
where ``tr(x)'' is the Jordan theoretic trace of x, t=(t1 , ..., tr) # Cr is so that
R(tj)>( j&1) a2, j=1, 2, ..., r, and t&(nr) :=(t1&(nr), ..., tr&(nr)).
The integral in (2.3) converges absolutely and uniformly on compact sub-
sets of the parameter t. In particular. 10 is analytic in t. A very important
fact is that 10 is expressible in terms of ordinary Gamma function:
10(t)=(2?)r(r&1) a4 `
r
j=1
1 \tj&( j&1) a2+ . (2.4)
This allows one to extend 10 to an entire meromorphic function. With the
usual convention 10(*) :=10(*, *, ..., *) we have for every * # C and
m0:
(*)m=
10(*+m)
10(*)
. (2.5)
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The pole set of 10(*) is
P(D) := .
r
j=1 \( j&1)
a
2
&N+ . (2.6)
An important consequence of (2.3), obtained by a change of variables, is
|
0
e&(x&1 | y)Nm&(nr) ( y) dy=10(m) N m(x), x # 0, (2.7)
provided mrnr.
Let us introduce a one-parameter family of probability measures which
play an important role in the theory. It is known that for * # R, the integral
c&1* :=|
D
h(z, z)*&g dm(z)
is finite if and only if *>g&1, and in this case
c*=
10(*)
?n10 \*&nr+
.
For *>g&1 consider the K-invariant probability measure
d+*(z) :=c* h(z, z)*&g dm(z), z # D.
Notice that in the special case *=g we get the normalized volume measure
d&(z) :=d+g(z)=cg dm(z).
Let L2a(D, +*) :=L
2(D, +*) & H(D) be the corresponding weighted Bergman
space. It is known that point evaluations are continuous linear functionals
on L2a(D, +*), and that the reproducing kernel of L
2
a(D, +*) is h(z, w)
&*. In
particular, the reproducing kernel of the (unweighted) Bergman space
L2a(D, dm) is the Bergman kernel K(z, w) :=h(z, w)
&g. One can consider
also the weighted Bergman-p spaces, Lpa(D, +*) :=L
p(D, +*) & H(D); how-
ever they will be used very rarely in the sequel.
The K-invariance of +* imply that the spaces Pm are mutually
orthogonal in L2a(D, +*). Moreover, if f, g # L
2
a(D, +*) have PeterWeyl
expansions f =m0 f m and g=m0 gm , where f m , gm # Pm , then
( f, g) *= :
m0
( fm , gm) F
(*)m
. (2.8)
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The group G acts on L2a(D, +*) and L
2(D, +*) via the maps
U (*)(.)( f ) :=(J.)*g ( f b .), . # G. (2.9)
Here J.(z) :=Det(.$(z)) is the complex Jacobian of . at z. The fact that
the real Jacobian of . at z is given by JR .(z)=|.(z)|
2 implies that U ( g)(.)
is a unitary operator on L2(D, &) for every . # G. This yields the transfor-
mation formulas
h(.(z), .(w))=J.(z)1g h(z, w) J.(w)1g, . # G, (2.10)
and the quasi-invariance of the measures +* :
d+*(.(z))=|J.(z)| 2*g d+*(z), . # G. (2.11)
(2.10) implies also that the measure d+0(z) :=h(z, z)&g d&(z) is G-invariant,
i.e. d+0(.(z))=d+0(z) for every . # G. In fact, In the unique (up to a multi-
plicative constant) G-invariant measure on D. (2.11) implies that U (*)(.) is
a unitary operator of L2(D, +*) for every . # G. We remark that unless
*g # N, it is impossible to select a branch of the powers (J.)*g which is
continuous in .. Thus, the map . [ U (*) is only a projective representation
of G, but it can be lifted to a genuine unitary representation of the (simple
connected) covering group G of G. See [A1].
Another consequence of the transformation formula (2.10) is
J.a(z)=(&1)n h(a, a)g2 h(z, a)&g; a, z # D. (2.12)
Let _ be the unique K-invariant probability measure on the Shilov
boundary S, namely S f d_ :=K f (k(e)) dk. Let H 2(S ) denote the Hardy
space over S, i.e. the closure of P in L2(S, _). It is known that
d_(.(z))=|J.(z)| d_(z), (2.13)
and that G acts isometrically on L2(S, _) via U (nr)(.)( f ) :=(J.)nr ( f b .).
Also, the functions in H 2(S ) have radial limits almost everywhere on S,
and thus H 2(S ) is identified with te space of holomorphic functions f on
D for which
& f &2H 2(S ) := sup
0<t<1
|
S
| f (t!)| 2 d_(z)
is finite. It follows taht point evaluations in D are continuous linear func-
tionals on H 2(S ). The corresponding reproducing kernel is h(z, !)&nr,
z # D, ! # S, and it is called the Szego kernel. The Hardy-p spaces H p(S ) are
defined analogously.
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The weighted Bergman spaces L2a(D, +*) and the Hardy space H
2(S ) are
important special cases of invariant Hilbert spaces of analytic functions on
D associated with the Wallach set W(D). By definition, W(D) consists of
all * # Cn for which h(z, w)&* is a positive definite function on D_D. It
follows from the expansion (2.1) that h(z, w)&* is positive definite if and
only if (*)m0 for every m0. Thus (2.2) yields
W(D)={( j&1) a2=
r
j=1
_ \(r&1) a2, + .
The Hilbert space H* of analytic functions on D associated with * # W(D)
is the completion of the linear span of [h( } , w)&*; w # D] with respect to
the inner product ( } , } ) * determined by
(h( } , w)&*, h( } , z)&*) *=h(z, w)&*.
The continuity of h(z, w)&* implies that point evaluations are continuous
linear functionals on H* , and that the reproducing kernel of H* is
h(z, w)&*. The expansion (2.1) implies that formula (2.8) holds for all
* # ((r&1)(a2), ). If *=( j&1)(a2) for some 1 jr then (*)m=0
whenever mj1. Thus H* consists of all analytic functions f =
m0, mj=0 fm on D for which
& f &2* := :
m0, mj=0
& f &2F
(*)m
is finite. (Notice that mj=0 means that mj=mj+1= } } } =mr=0). The
transformation formula (2.10) implies that G acts isometrically on H* via
(2.9). In fact, H* is the unique Hilbert space of analytic functions on D on
which G acts isometrically by (2.9), and the action f  f b k of K is both
isometric and strongly continuous. This uniqueness implies that
H*=L2a(D, +*), *>g&1; Hnr=H
2(S ).
Recall that L :=[k # K; k(e)=e] is a closed subgroup of K, and let dl be
its Haar measure. The spherical polynomials [,m ; m0] are defined by
,m(z) :=|
L
Nm(l (z)) dl, z # D. (2.14)
It is known that for every m0
Km(x, x)=Km(x
2, e)=
dm
\nr+m
,m(x
2), x # 0, (2.15)
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where dm :=dim(Pm ). Also, (2.7) implies that
|
0
e&(x&1| y) ,m&(nr)( y) dy=10(m) ,m(x), x # 0 (2.16)
whenever m is so that mr(nr).
The determinant polynomial N(z) transforms under K with the unitary
character /(k) :=Det(k)nr:
N(kz)=/(k) N(z), k # K, z # D. (2.17)
Moreover (see [A2] and [Y3]),
N(.a(z))=
N(a&z)
h(z, a)
, a, z # D. (2.18)
Consider the unweighted action U (0)(,) f := f b , of G. It is known (see
[O] and [FK1]) that the G-invariant subspaces of H(D) with respect to
this action form a composition series
C1=M0/M1/M2/ } } } /Mq=H(D), (2.19)
where Mj consists of all f # H(D) for which the map *  ( f, p) *=
m0 ( f, p) F (*)m has a pole at *0=0 of order at most j, for every poly-
nomial p. Namely, Mj consists of all f =m0 fm # H(D) for which fm=0
whenever (*)m vanishes at *=0 to order bigger than j. The quotients
Mj Mj&1 , 1 jq are irreducible and carry unique (up to a multiplicative
constant) U (0)-invariant non-degenerate hermitian forms. Moreover, the
intermediate quotients Mj Mj&1 , 1 jq&1 are not unitarizable, and the
highest quotient Mq Mq&1 is unitarizable if and only if s :=(nr)=( g2) is
an integer. In this case Mq Mq&1 is equivalent to L2a(D, &). The integer q is
the maximal order of 0 as a zero of the polynomials *  (*)m , and it can
be easily expressed in terms of the parameters of D. We remark that a
similar composition series exists for P(0) :=[ p b .; . # G, p # P].
If r=1 (i.e. D is the open unit ball of Cn) then q=1. If r>1 and D is
not the open unit ball of the 2_2 symmetric matrices, then q>1, i.e. the
composition series is non-trivial.
In the case where the highest quotient Mq Mq&1 is unitarizable, i.e.
s=(nr) # N, the differential operator Ns :=Ns(z) intertwines the group
actions U (0) and U (g), namely
Ns( f b .)(z)=J.(z)(Ns f )(.(z)), , # G. (2.20)
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This is a special case of a general intertwining formula associated with the
highest quotients of the composition series of U (*)-invariant subspaces of
H(D), and * is a pole of Ko cherGindikin's Gamma function, see [A1].
We recall now some known facts concerning the asymptotic behavior of
the functions (:)m as mj  . First, for every : # C"(&N) let k(:)=
[&R:]+1 if R:0 and k(:)=0 if R:>0. Then
lim
m  
m ! (m&k(:)):
`mj=0 (:+j )
=1(:).
It follows that if :, ; # C"(&N), then
lim
m  
`
m
j=0
:+ j
;+ j
m;&:=
1(;)
1(:)
.
From this and (2.2), (2.5) one gets for every l # N and :1 , ..., :l # C and
;1 , ..., ;l # C"P(D), (where P(D) is defined by (2.6)),
lim
mj  
`
l
&=1
(:&)m
(;&)m \`
r
j=1
(mj+1)+
#
= `
l
&=1
10(;&)
10(:&)
,
where # :=l&=1 (;&&:&) and the limit is taken as mj   for every
j=1, 2, ..., r.
For positive functions f (m) and g(m) on [m; m0], the notation
f (m)r g(m) means that
0< inf
m0
f (m)
g(m)
, sup
m0
f (m)
g(m)
<.
We therefore have
Lemma 2.1. Let l # N and let :1 , ..., :l ; ;1 , ..., ;l # C"P(D), and let
# :=l&=1 R(:&&;&). Then
|(:1)m } } } (:l)m |
|(;1)m } } } (;l)m |
r\`
r
j=1
(mj+1)+
#
. (2.21)
Next, we apply Lemma2.1 to the estimation of hypergeometric functions
p+1Fp associated with D, see [FK3], [Y1], and [Y2]. For p # N and
: =(:0 , ..., :p) # C p+1 ; =(;1 , ..., ;p) # (C"P(D))p
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define the function p+1Fp(: ; ; ; } , } ) on D_D by
p+1Fp(: ; ; ; z, w)=p+1Fp(:0 , ..., :p ; ;1 , ..., ;p ; z, w)
= :
m0
(:0)m(:1)m } } } (:p)m
(;1)m } } } (;p)m
Km(z, w)
It is known that the series converges in D_D. In fact, it converges
absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of (: , ; , z, w) # C p+1_
(C"P(D))p_D_D. Thus p+1Fp(: ; ; ; z, w) is analytic in : # C p+1,
; # (C"P(D)) p, z # D and anti-analytic in w # D.
An important aspect of the functions p+1Fp is their connection to the
Hilbert spaces H* . Let : # C p+1, ; # (C"P(D))p, # # Cq+1, $ # (C"P(D))q
and * # ((r&1)(a2), ). Then
( p+1Fp(: ; ; , } , w), q+1Fq(# ; $ , } , z)) *
=p+q+2Fp+q+1(: , # ; ; , $ , *; z, w). (2.22)
As special cases we get 1F0(*; z, w)=h(z, w)&*, and
(h( } , w)&:0 , h( } , z)&:1) ;= 2F1(:0 , :1 ; ;; z, w), \z, w # D (2.23)
whenever :0 , :1 # C and ; # C"P(D). From this we obtain
2F1(:0 , :1 ; ;; z, w)
=h(z, w);&:0&:1 2F1(;&:0 , ;&:1 ; ;; z, w), \z, w # D (2.24)
for every :0 , :1 # C and ; # C"P(D). Indeed, since both sides of (2.24) are
analytic in z and ant-analytic in w, it is enough to establish (2.24) for w=z.
Next, using (2.23), the invariance of ( } , } ) ; under U (;)(.z), and formulas
(2.10), and (2.12), we get
2F1(:0 , :1 ; ;; z, z)=(U (;)(.z) h( } , z)&:0, U (;)(.z) h( } , z)&:1) ;
=ch(z, z);&:0&:1(h( } , z):0&;, h( } , z):1&;) ;
=ch(z, z);&:0&:1 2F1(;&:0 , ;&:1 ; ;; z, z)
where c is a unimodular constant. Taking z=0, we see that c=1, and so
(2.24) is proven.
Two non-zero functions f1 , f2 on D are said to be equivalent, in notation
f1rf2 , if the quotient | f1 || f2 | is bounded above and below in D. Combin-
ing (2.22) and (2.24) we get
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Corollary 2.1. Let p, q # N and let : # R p+1, ; # R p, # # Rq+1, and
$ # Rq be so that :j , ;j , #j , $j>(r&1)(a2) for every j, and so that
{ := :
p
j=0
:j& :
p
j=1
;j= :
q
j=0
#j& :
q
j=1
$j . (2.25)
Then
p+1Fp(: ; ; ; z, z)r q+1Fq(# ; $ ; z, z). (2.26)
Moreover,
(i) If {>(r&1) a2 then
p+1Fp(: ; ; ; z, z, z)rh(z, z)&{. (2.27)
(ii) If {<&(r&1) a2 then p+1Fp(: ; ; ; z, z) is bounded in D.
Indeed, (2.26) follows from (2.21). Also, (2.27) follows from (2.26), and
(2.23) by taking q=0 and # ={. To prove (ii), notice first that (2.26)
implies
p+1Fp(: ; ; ; z, z)r 2F1 \*+{2 ,
*+{
2
; *; z, z+ ,
where * is chosen so that (*+{)2, (*&{)2>(r&1) a2. However (2.24)
yields
2F1 \*+{2 ,
*+{
2
; *; z, z+rh(z, z)&{ 2F1 \*&{2 ,
*&{
2
; *; z, z+
rh(z, z)&{h(z, z){=1
by (2.24) and part (i). K
Remark. Corollary 2.1 generalizes the famous ForelliRudin
inequalities. It is proved in a special case in [FK1], Theorem 4.1, and in
a more general setup in [Y1]. The following result is a consequence of
Proposition 7.4 in [Y1], and provides the exact asymptotic behavior of
p+1Fp(: ; ; ; te, te) as t  1& in case &(r&1) a2{(r&1) a2.
Proposition 2.1. Let p # N and let : =(:0 , ..., :p) # Rp+1 and ; =
(;1 , ..., ;p) # (R"P(D))p be so that
` p&=0 (:&)m
> p&=1 (;&)m
>0
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for every m0. Let { be defined by (2.25), and assume that
&(r&1) a2{(r&1) a2. Then
(i) If {=&(r&1) a2+( j&1) a for some j=1, 2, ..., r, then as t A 1,
p+1Fp(: ; ; ; te, te)r(1&t2)&( j&1)({+(r&j+1) a2) log \ 11&t2+ .
(ii) If &(r&1)(a2)+( j&1) a<{< &(r&1)(a2)+ ja for some
j=1, 2, ..., r&1, then as t A 1,
p+1Fp(: ; ; ; te, te)r(1&t2)& j({+(r&j) a2).
Finally, recall that the Schatten classes Sp , 0<p<, consist of all
operators T between Hilbert spaces for which
&T& pSp :=tr[(T*T )
p2]= :

j=1
sj (T ) p
is finite. Here ``tr(A)'' denotes the usual trace of an operator A, and
[sj (T )] are the singular numbers of T (i.e. the eigenvalues of (T*T )12,
arranged in a non-increasing ordering, counting multiplicity). See [GK]
and [Si] for basic facts concerning the classes Sp .
3. The function Ab and the operator Ab
Let D be a Cartan Domain of tube type of dimension n, rank r, and
genus g=2nr. Set
s :=
n
r
=1+(r&1)
a
2
=
g
2
,
and assume that the highest quotient Mq Mq&1 of the composition series
(2.19) is unitarizable. Thus s is a positive integer and Mq&1 consists of all
functions f which are analytic in a neighborhood of D whose PeterWeyl
expansion is f =m0, mr<s fm , with fm # Pm . Let Q be the orthogonal
projection onto Mq Mq&1 , that is
Q \ :m0 fm+= :m0, mrs fm .
The K-invariance of the spaces Pm in the PeterWeyl decomposition imply
that Q commutes with the members of K, i.e. Q( f b k)=Q( f ) b k for all
k # K and every f # H(D).
For an analytic function b on D we define
Ab(z, w) :=(Q(b b .))(.&1(w)), z, w # D,
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where . # G satisfies .(0)=z. Every such . has the form .=.z b k for
some k # K. Using the K-invariance of Q we see that Ab is well defined, i.e.
its definition is independent of the choice of the . # G which satisfy
.(0)=z. In particular
Ab(z, w)=(Q(b b .z))(.z(w)), z, w # D. (3.1)
Ab is G-invariant, in the sense that
Ab(.(z), .(w))=Ab b .(z, w), z, w # D (3.2)
for every . # G. Indeed, let  # G be so that (0)=.(z). Then _ :=.&1 b 
satisfies _(0)=z, and by definition
Ab(.(z), .(w))=Q(b b )(&1(.(w)))=Q(b b . b _)(_&1(w))=Ab b .(z, w).
Notice also that if D is the unit disk in C (hence, n=r=s=1), then
Qf = f & f (0), and thus Ab(z, w)=b(w)&b(z).
Recall that N(z) :=det (z) is the Jordan-theoretic determinant, S is the
Shilov boundary of D, and h(z, w)&s is the reproducing kernel of the
Hardy space H 2(S)=Hnr .
Proposition 3.1. Let f be an analytic function in a neighborhood of D .
Then
Qf (z)=|
S
f (!) N(z)s h(z, !) &s N(!)s d_(!).
Proof. Consider the PeterWeyl expansions f =m0 fm and
h(z, !)&s=m0 (s)m Km(z, !). Since
N(z)s Km(z, !) N(!)
s=
(s)m+s
(s)m
Km+s(z, !),
(see [A2]), we get
|
S
f (!) N(z)s h(z, !)&s N(!) s d_(!)
= :
m0
:
k0
(s)m |
S
fk(!) N(z)
s Km(z, !) N(!)
s d_(!)
= :
m0
:
k0
(s)m+s |
S
fk(!) Km+s(z, !) d_(!)
= :
m0
fm+s(z)=Qf (z). K
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Proposition 3.2. Let f be an analytic function in a neighborhood of D .
Then
Qf (z)=c N s(z) |
D
(Ns f )(w) h(z, w)&s d&(w) ,
where c=10(s)10(2s)=1(s)(s, s,..., s) .
Proof. Recall (see [A2]) that the actions of N& on the PeterWeyl
expansion is
\N & :m0 fm+ (z)=N
&&(z) :
m0, mr&
(s)m
(s)m&&
fm(z). (3.3)
Since h(z, w)&s=m0 (s)m Km(z, w), and N
&sfm # Pm&s for every m0
with mrs, we get
|
D
(N s f )(w) h(z, w)&s d&(w)
=(Ns f, h( } , z)&s)2s
= :
m0, mrs
(s)m
(2s)m&s 
fm
N s
, Km&s( } , z)F
=
10(2s)
10(s)
:
m0, mrs
fm(z)
N s(z)
=c&1N &s(z) Qf (z). K
Proposition 3.3. Let b be an analytic function in D. Then Ab(z, w)
admits the following integral formulas:
Ab(z, w)=N s(z&w) |
S
b(u) N(u) s h(z, u)&s h(w, u)&s d_(u), (3.4)
and
Ab(z, w)=cN s(z&w) |
D
(Ns b)(!) h(z, !)&s h(w, !)&s d&(!), (3.5)
where, as above, c=10(s)10(2s).
Proof. Using Proposition 3.1 and the definition of Ab we get
Ab(z, w)=Q(b b .z)(.z(w))
=|
S
b(.z(!)) N s(.z(w)) h(.z(w), !)&s N(!) s d_(!).
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Applying the transformation rules (2.10), (2.12), (2.13) and (2.18) we get
by the substitution u=.z(!),
Ab(z, w)=N(w&z)s h(w, z)&s |
S
b(u) h(w, u)&s J.z(w)&12
_J.z(u)&12 N(.z(u))s |J.z(u)| d_(u)
=N(w&z)s h(w, z)&s J.z(w)&12 |
S
b(u) h(w, u)&s
_N(z&u) s h(z, u)&s J.z(u)12 d_(u)
=N(z&w)s |
S
b(u) h(w, u)&s N(u)s h(z, u)&s d_(u).
This establishes formula (3.4). To prove (3.5), we use first the transfor-
mation rules (2.10) and (2.12) for the substitution !=.z('), as well as the
fact that d&(.z(w))=|J.z(w)| 2 d&(w), and then Proposition 3.2, the inter-
twining formula (2.20), and formula (2.18). This yields
|
D
(N s b)(!) h(z, !)&s h(w, !)&s d&(!)
=|
D
(Ns b)(.z(')) h(z, .z('))&s h(w, .z('))&s |J.z(')| 2 d&(')
=J.z(w)12 J.z(0)12 |
D
(Ns b)(.z(')) J.z(')&1
_h(.z(w), ')&s |J.z(')| 2 d&(')
=(&1)n h(w, z)&s |
D
(Ns b)(.z(')) J.z(') h(.z(w), ')&s d&(')
=(&1)n h(w, z)&s |
D
(Ns(b b .z))(') h(.z(w), ')&s d&(')
=c&1(&1)n h(w, z)&s N(.z(w))&s Q(b b .z)(.z(w)
=c&1 N(z&w)&s Ab(z, w). K
Corollary 3.1. (i) Ab(z, w)=(&1)n Ab(w, z) for all z, w # D. In
particular, Ab(z, w) is analytic in both variables z and w.
(ii) ANs(z, w)=N s(z&w).
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Remark. Let us write Ab(z, w)=N s(z&w) Db(z, w) with
Db(z, w)=|
S
b(u) N(u) s h(z, u)&s h(w, u)&s d_(u)
=c |
D
(Ns b)(!) h(z, !)&s h(w, !)&s d&(!).
Then Db is analytic and symmetric in z and w. Moreover, Db(z, w) is a
generalization of the (Newton's) divided differences b[2s&1](z, ..., z;
w, ..., w), where both z and w appear s times. Also, in the case where D=D
is the unit disk in C (and n=r=1, so s=nr=1) we have Db(z, w)=
(b(z)&b(w))(z&w).
Notice also that Ab(z, w) vanishes on the ``diagonal'' z=w at least to
order n.
Definition 1. Fix *>g&1. For every analytic function b on D we
define an integral operator Ab=A
(*)
b on L
2(D, +*) (which is unbounded in
general) via
Ab f (z) :=|
D
Ab(z, w) h(z, w)&* f (w) d+*(w)
Notice that the transformation rules (2.10) and (2.11) yield
Ab f (z) :=h(z, z)&*2 |
D
Q(b b z)(!) (U (*)(z) f )(!) d+*(!),
where z(w)=.z(&w).
The integral defining Ab f (z) converges absolutely for all f # L2(D, +*) if
we assume that Q(b b .z) (or, equivalently, Ab(z, } )) belongs to L2(D, +*).
In Section 5 bellow we shall characterize those functions b for which Ab is
bounded. In the mean time we study some of their general properties,
generalizing those of the Hankel operators Hb .
We remark that in the case where D=D and Db(z, w)=(b(z)&b(w))
(z&w) we get Ab=&Hb . Notice also the similarity of our operator Ab to
some invariant bilinear forms (called Hankel forms of higher weight),
defined in terms of higher order divided differences of the symbol b, which
were studied in the case of the unit disk and the unit ball in [JP], [BJP],
[P1] and [P2].
Proposition 3.4. (i) Ab annihilates L2a(D, +*)
=, the ortho-complement
of L2a(D, +*) in L
2(D, +*).
(ii) Ab maps L2a(D, +*) into L
2
a(D, +*)
=.
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(iii) The map b  Ab is equivariant, namely
U (*)(.) Ab U (*)(.&1)=Ab b . , \. # G. (3.6)
(iv) For every a, z # D, Ab(h( } , a)&*)(z)=Ab(z, a) h(z, a)&*.
(v) Ab=0  Ab=0  b # Mq&1.
Proof. (i) For every fixed z # D, the function Cz(w) :=Ab(z, w)
h(w, z)&* is analytic in w. We will prove statement (i) in the case where
Cz # L2(D, +*) for z # D; the general case will follow from this case by
standard approximation argument, using the characterization of the boun-
dedness of Ab to be obtained in Section 5. Let f # L2a(D, +*)
=, then
Ab f (z)=( f, Cz) *=0 for every z # D. Hence L2a(D, +*)
=ker(Ab) and (i)
is proved.
(ii) To prove (ii), let f1 , f2 # H (D). Using Fubini's theorem and the
reproducing property of h( } , w)&*, we get
(Ab f1 , f2) *=|
D
f1(w)(h( } , w)&*, Ab( } , w) f2) * d+*(w)
=|
D
f1(w) Ab(w, w) f2(w) d+*(w)=0,
since Ab(w, w)=0.
(iii) Let Kb(z, w) :=Ab(z, w) h(z, w)&*. Then
J.(z)*g Kb(.(z), .(w)) J.(w) *g=Kb b .(z, w),
for every . # G, and z, w # D. The desired result follows from this by direct
calculations.
(iv) Fix z, a # D and let Cz be as in the beginning of the proof. Then
Ab(h( } , a)&*)=(h( } , a)&*, Cz) *=Cz(a)=Ab(z, a) h(z, a)&*,
by the reproducing property of h( } , a)&* and the assumption that
Cz # L2(D, +*).
(v) The implication Ab=0 O Ab=0 is trivial, and the converse
implication follows from (iv). Using the definition Ab(z, w)=
Q(b b .z)(.z(w)), the fact that ker(Q)=Mq&1 and the fact that Mq&1 is
G-invariant, we get Ab=0 O b # Mq&1 . K
The arguments used in the proof of (ii) above yield the following more
general result.
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Lemma 3.1. Let T1 , T2 be integral operators on L2(D, +*) with kernels
K1(z, w) and K2(z, w) respectively. Assume that
J.(z)*g K1(.(z), .(w)) J.(w) *g=K2(z, w), \. # G, \z, w # D.
Then
U (*)(.) T1 U (*)(.&1)=T2 , \. # G.
The intertwining property (3.6) of the map b  Ab yields the following
important corollary.
Corollary 3.2. Let Z be a subspace of B(L2(D, +*)) which is unitarily
invariant, i.e., UZU&1=Z for every unitary operator U on L2(D, +*). Then,
A&1(Z) :=[b # H(D); Ab # Z]
is G-invariant, i.e., b b . # A&1(Z) for every b # A&1(Z) and . # G.
Moreover, if Z carries a unitarily invariant norm (i.e., &UTU&1&Z=&T&Z
for every T # Z and every unitary operator U on L2(D, +*)), then A&1(Z)
is isometrically G-invariant in the norm &b&A&1(Z) :=&Ab&Z , namely
&b b .&A&1(Z)=&b&A&1(Z) , \. # G.
In particular, the spaces A&1(B(L2(D, +*))), A&1(K(L2(D, +*))), and
A&1(Sp(L2(D, +*))) (0< p<) of those b # H(D) for which Ab is
bounded, compact, or in the Schatten class Sp respectively, are isometrically
G-invariant.
Notice that the spaces B(L2(D, +*)), K(L2(D, +*)), and Sp(L2(D, +*)) are
unitarily invariant in a stronger way, namely they are isometrically
invariant under the maps T  UTW, for every unitary operators U and W
on L2(D, +*).
4. The Generalized Bloch, Besov and BMOA Spaces
Let D be, as in the previous sections, a Cartan domain of rank r and
genus g in Cn, for which s :=(nr) # N. We describe two general construc-
tions of G-invariant Banach spaces of analytic functions modulo Mq&1 on
D. Then we apply these methods to construct generalized Bloch and little
Bloch spaces B and B0 , generalized Besov spaces Bp , and generalized
BMOA and VMOA spaces, denoted by BMOA and VMOA respectively.
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4.1. G-Invariant Besov-Type Spaces
The G-invariant Besov-type spaces are defined in terms of the mem-
bership of a certain ``G-invariant derivative'' in a G-invariant Banach
lattice. The basic differential operator D on analytic function on D used in
the construction of these spaces is
Df (z) :=h(z, z)s (N s f )(z). (4.1)
The intertwining property (2.20) of the differential operator Ns allows one
to see that
Df (z)=Ns( f b z)(0),
where z(w) :=.z(&w). It follows that D is Aut(D)-invariant in the sense
that
|D( f b .)(z)|=|D( f )(.(z))|, \. # Aut(D), \z # D. (4.2)
Let d+0(z) :=h(z, z)&g d&(z) be the Aut(D)-invariant measure on D. Let L
be a Banach lattice of measurable functions on D satisfying the following
requirements:
(i) L is G-invariant, that is, f b . # L and & f b .&L=& f &L for every
f # L and every . # G.
(ii) We have the continuous inclusions
L1(D, +0) & L(D, +0)/L/L1(D, +0)+L(D, +0),
and L is an interpolation space for the Banach couple (L1(D, +0),
L(D, +0)).
Notice that the averaging operator
Ef (z) :=
1
2? |
2?
0
f (eitz) dt.
acts continuously on L. Indeed, E acts continuously on both spaces
L1(D, +0) and L(D, +0). Therefore it acts continuously on the interpola-
tion space L.
Definition 2. Let D&1(L) :=[ f # H(D); D # L], with the semi-norm
& f &D&1(L) :=&Df &L .
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Remark. If D=D then Df (z)=(1&|z| 2) f $(z). Let L=L p(D, +0),
1< p<, where d+0(z)=1?(1&|z| 2)&2 dx dy is the Aut(D)-invariant
measure on D. Then D&1(Lp(D, +0)) is the familiar analytic Besov space
Bp=B1pp, p , consisting of all analytic functions f on D for which
D | f $(z)|
p (1&|z| 2) p&2 dx dy<. Also D&1(L(D)) is the Bloch space,
and D&1(C0(D)) is the little Bloch space.
Lemma 4.1. (i) D&1(L) is isometrically G-invariant.
(ii) Mq&1/D
&1(L) and & f &D&1(L)=0 for every f # Mq&1. Moreover,
if f # D&1(L) then & f &D&1(L)=0 implies f # Mq&1 .
(iii) D&1(L) is non-trivial (i.e. it contains a function f with
& f &D&1(L)>0) if and only if the function h
s(z) :=hs(z, z) belongs to L.
(iv) D&1(L)Mq&1 is complete in the quotient norm.
Proof. (i) Let f # D&1L. First, |Df | # L because Df # L. Next, the
G-invariance of the measure +0 implies that every . # G is a +0 -measure
preserving automorphism of D. Thus |Df | b . # L, and &|Df | b .&L=
&|Df |&L . Using the invariance (4.2) of D and the definition of D&1L, we
see that f b . # D&1(L) and & f b .&D&1(L)=& f &D&1(L) .
(ii) Let f # H(D), then N s f (z)=mrs (s)m(s)m&s fm(z). Hence,
Df (z)=hs(z, z) Ns f (z)=0 if and only if fm(z)=0 identically for every m
with mrs, i.e. if and only if f # Mq&1. Thus, & f &D&1L=0 if and only if
f # Mq&1.
(iii) Recall first that for every z # D
N s N s(z)=Ns N s(0)=(N s, N s) F=(s)(s, s, ..., s) .
If hs belongs to L then N s # D&1(L) (because DN s(z)=(s)(s, s, ..., s) hs(z, z)),
and
&N s&D&1(L)=(s)(s, s, ..., s)& h
s(z, z)&L>0.
To prove the converse, notice first that the K-invariance of h(z, w),
ED( f )(z)=N s( f )(0) hs(z, z), z # D (4.3)
for every fD&1. Assume that there exists f # D&1(L) so that & f &D&1(L)>0,
namely f dos not belong to Mq&1. Let Y be the closure in H(D) of the
linear span of thr orbit [ f b .; . # G]. Then Y-invariant and is not con-
tained in Mq&1. Since the list (2.19) exhausts all the G-invariant subspaces
of H(D), it follows that Y=H(D). In particular, there exists an element
. # G so that
Ns( f b .)(0)=( f b ., N s) F{0.
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Therefore, (4.3) with f b . instead of f and the fact that E maps L into itself
yield the desired conclusion that hs # L.
(iv) Using (4.3) and the boundedness of E in L, we get
|Ns( f )(0)| &hs&L&E&B(L) &D( f )&L=&E&B(L) & f &D&1(L) .
Replacing f by f b .z , z # D, and using (4.2), we get
|(Ns f )(z)| hs(z, z)
&E&B(L)
&hs&L
& f &D&1(L) , z # D. (4.4)
Let [ fm] be a Cauchy sequence in D&1(L). Then (4.4) implies that
[Ns fm(z)] converges uniformly on compact subsets of D to a (necessarily
analytic) function g on D. Next, by definition, the map D : D&1(L)  L is
an isometry. Thus [Dfm] is Cauchy in L, and therefore converges in L
to a function that we denote by hsF. Since convergence in L implies the
existence of a subsequence which converges +0-almost everywhere, we
conclude that F= g. Let f :=mrs (s)m&s (s)m gm . Then Ns f = g and so
Df =hsF # L, namely f # D&1(L), and fm  f in D&1(L) as m  . This
completes the proof. K
Definition 3. The generalized Bloch space is
B :=D&1(L(D, +0))
=[ f # H(D); & f &B :=sup
z # D
hs(z, z) |(N s f )(z)|<]. (4.5)
The generalized little Bloch space is
B0 :=D
-1(C0(D))=[ f # B; lim
z  D
hs(z, z) |(Ns f )(z)|=0]. (4.6)
The generalized Besov spaces Bp are defined for 2&(1s)<p< by
Bp :=D
&1(Lp(D, +0))
={ f # H(D); & f & pBp :=|D h(z, z)s( p&2) |(Ns f )(z)| p d&(z)<= . (4.7)
Remarks. (1) In case n=r=1 and D=D, Definition 3 produces the
familiar Bloch, little Bloch, and the analytic Besov spaces respectively.
(2) It is easy to see that if 0{ f # H(D) and p2&1s, then
D h(z, z)s( p&2) | f (z)| p d&(z)=. Namely, D&1(L p(D, +0))=[0] for p
2&1s, and the space Bp must be defined differently for these values of p.
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Lemma 4.1 yields the following consequence.
Corollary 4.1. The spaces B, B0 and Bp (2&(1s)< p<) are
isometrically G-invariant Banach spaces modulo Mq&1.
Remarks. (1) In the forthcoming paper [A3] we show that B is the
maximal G-invariant Banach space of analytic functions modeled on the
highest quotient Mq Mq&1 of the composition series. Also, B0 is the maximal
G-invariant Banach space of analytic functions modeled on Mq Mq&1 for
which the action .  U (0)(.) f = f b . of G is strongly continuous. These
results generalize the famous theorem of Rubel and Timoney [RT] on the
maximality of the Bloch space on the unit disk D among Mo bius invariant
Banach spaces.
(2) The generalized Besov space B2 coincides with the unique
G-invariant Hilbert space H0, q of analytic functions modulo Mq&1 on D,
see [AF] and [A2]. Therefore, in analogy with the case of the unit disk
D, we call B2 the generalized Dirichlet space. The inner product in B2 is
given by the integral formulas
( f, g) B2=|
D
(Ns f )(z) (Ns g)(z) d&(z)
=
10(2s)
10(s) |S N
s(!) (Ns f )(!) g(!) d_(!), (4.8)
or, in terms of the PeterWeyl expansions f =m0 fm and g=m0 gm ,
( f, g) B2=
10(2s)
10(s)
:
m0, mrs
( f, g) F
(s)m&s
(3) It was established in [A2] (in somewhat different notation) that
Ab belongs to the Hilbert Schmidt class S2 if and only if b # B2 . Moreover,
&Ab&S2=: &b&B2 , \b # B2 (4.9)
for some positive constant : depending on *.
6.2. G-Invariant Oscillation Spaces
In the construction of the G-invariant oscillation spaces we use the
rearrangement invariant Banach lattice L used above, as well as an
auxiliary K-invariant Banach space X of analytic functions on D and the
projection Q on the highest quotient Mq Mq&1 of the composition series.
We assume that the action of K on X is isometric, i.e. & f b k&X=& f &X for
every f # X and k # K.
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Let f # H(D) be so that Q( f b .) # X for every . # G. The K-invariance
of Q and X guarantees that the function G % .  &Q( f b .)&X depends only
on .(0). Therefore, it can be considered as the function z  &Q( f b .z)&X
on D.
Definition 4. O(L, X ) is the space of all f # H(D) satisfying
Q( f b .) # X for every . # G, for which the function z  &Q( f b .z)&X
belongs to L, with the semi-norm
& f &O(L, X ) :=&&Q( f b .z)&X&L .
Remarks. (1) Let D=D, X=H p(T ), 1p<, and L=L(D).
Since Qf = f & f (0), we get
& f &O(L(D), H p(T ))=sup
z # D
& f b .z& f (z)&H p(T) .
Thus O(L(D), H p(T))=BMOA, with the Garsia seminorm. In par-
ticular, O(L(D), H p(T)) is independent of 1p<, and all the semi-
norms & }&O(L(D), H p(T )) , 1p<, are mutually equivalent.
(2) Let D=D and let X :=Lp(D, +*), 1p<. Then
& f &O(L(D), Lp(D, +*))=sup
z # D
& f b .z& f (z)&Lp(D, +*) .
It is well known that O(L(D), L pa(D, +*)) coincides with the Bloch space
on D.
(3) Let P=I&Q, i.e. P is the orthogonal projection onto Mq&1. For
z # D let
OscX ( f, z) :=&Q( f b .z)&X=& f b .z&P( f b .z)&X
be the ``oscillation of f about z'' (namely the deviation of f b .z from its pro-
jection onto Mq&1) measured in the norm of X. This is clearly a generaliza-
tion of the oscillation function & f b .z& f (z)&X , in terms of which the usual
oscillation spaces are defined (most importantly, BMOA(X ) with the semi-
norm supz # D & f b .z& f (z)&X).
Lemma 4.2. (i) O(L, X ) is isometrically G-invariant.
(ii) Mq&1/O(L, X ) and & f &O(L, X )=0 for every f # Mq&1. Moreover,
if f # O(L, X ) then & f &O(L, X )=0 implies f # Mq&1.
Proof. (i) Let f # O(L, X ) and  # G. For every z # D we have
( b .z)(0)=(z), and so  b .z=.(z) b k for some k # K. The K-invariance
of Q and X yield
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&Q( f b  b .z)&X=&Q( f b .(z) b k)&X
=&Q( f b .(z)) b k&X
=&Q( f b .(z))&X .
Using the fact that f # O(L, X ) and the G-invariance of L, we see that the
function z  &Q( f b .(z))&X belongs to L, that is f b  # O(L, X ), and
& f b &O(L, X )=& f &O(L, X ) .
(ii) If f # Mq&1 then f b . # Mq&1 for every . # G, and so Q( f b .)=0.
Thus, trivially, f # O(L, X ) and & f &O(L, X )=0. If f # O(L, X ) and
& f &O(L, X )=0, then by the definition of & }&O(L, X ) , Q( f b .)=0 for every
. # G. In particular, Qf =0 and thus f # Mq&1. K
Consider the projection
Es f (z) :=|
K
f (k(z)) /(k)s dk
onto the one dimensional space P(s, s, ..., s)=CN s, where / is the unitary
character of K satisfying (2.17). Clearly, Es admits also the following
expressions
Es f (z) :=|
S
f (!) N s(!) d_(!) N s(z)
:=(*)&1(s, s ,..., s) |
D
f (w) N s(w) d+*(w) N s(z), (4.10)
for every *>g-1.
Theorem 1. Assume that X satisfies the following additional
requirements:
(a) N s # X and the projection Es is bounded on X.
(b) If [ fk] is a bounded sequence in X and fk(w)  f (w) as k  
uniformly on compact subsets of D, then f # X and & f &Xlim infk   & fk&X .
Then
(i) O(L, X )/D&1(L) continuously, and
& f &D&1(L)(s)(s, ..., s) &N
s&&1X &Es&B(X ) & f &O(L, X ) (4.11)
(ii) O(L, X )Mq-1 is complete in the quotient norm.
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Notice that assumption (a) is satisfied if the action of K on X is strongly
continuous. Also, assumption (b) is satisfied in case X=L pa(D, +) for some
finite measure + on D, or in case X=H p(S ), 1p. This follows for
1p< from Fatou's lemma (and is trivial for p=).
Proof (i) Notice first that (4.10) and (4.1) imply
EsQ( f b .z)(w)=(s)&1(s, ..., s)(Q( f b .z), N
s) F N s(w)
=(&1)n (s)&1(s, ..., s) Df (z) N
s(w).
Hence, (s)&1(s, ..., s) |Df (z)| &N s&X&Es&B(X ) &Q( f b .z)&X for every z # D. It
follows from Definitions 2 and 4 that f # D&1(L) and
(s)&1(s, ..., s) & f &D&1(L) &N
s&X&Es&B(X ) & f &B(L, X ) .
(ii) Let [ fm] be a Cauchy sequence in B(L, X ). (4.11) implies that
[ fm] is also a Cauchy sequence in D&1(L). The completeness of D&1(L)
implies the existence of a function f # D&1(L) so that fm  f in D&1(L).
Also, by (4.4), Ns fm(z)  Ns f (z) uniformly on compact subsets of D.
Using Corollary 7.3 we see that also Qfm(z)  Qf (z) uniformly on compact
subsets. Lemma 4.2 implies that [ fm b .w] is also a Cauchy sequence in
O(L, X ) for every w # D. Thus, the previous analysis shows that for every
w # D, fm b .w  f b .w in D&1(L), and Q( fm b .w)(z)  Q( f b .w)(z)
uniformly on compact subsets of D.
We use now the fact that L has the Fatou property, i.e. for every norm-
bounded sequence [k] of positive functions in L, lim infk   k # L and
&lim inf
k  
k&Llim inf
k  
&k&L . (4.12)
Let =>0 and choose M=M= so that & fm& fk&O(L, X )= whenever
m, kM. Using assumption (b) and (4.12) we get
=lim inf
k  
& fm& fk&O(L, X )=lim inf
k  
&&Q( fm b .z)&Q( fk b .z)&X &L
&lim inf
k  
&Q( fm b .z)&Q( fk b .z)&X&L
&&lim inf
k  
Q( fm b .z)&Q( fk b .z)&X&L
=&&Q( fm b .z)&Q( f b .z)&X&L .
This shows that f # O(L, X ) and that & fm& f &O(L, X )= whenever mM.
This establishes the completeness of O(L, X ). K
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Remark. Assumption (b) and the Fatou property (4.12) of L are used
only in the last step of the proof of (ii). We can weaken assumption (b) as
follows. Consider the space L(X ) of all functions f (z, w) on D_D, which
are analytic in w and belong to X for +0-almost every z # D, so that the
function z  & f (z, } )&X belongs to L, with the norm & f &L(X ) :=
&& f (z, w)&X, w&L, z . It suffices to assume in Theorem 1, instead of (b) that
L(X ) satisfies the following ``Fatou property''
& lim
k  
fk&L(X )lim inf
k  
& fk&L(X ) .
The proof of part (ii) in Theorem1 yields the following corollary.
Corollary 4.2. Let L and X be as in Theorem 1. If fk  f in O(L, X )
then Qfk(z)  Qf (z) and Ns fk(z)  Ns f (z) uniformly on compact subsets
of D. In particular, for every z # D the linear functionals f  Qf (z) and
f  Ns f (z) are continuous in O(L, X ).
Our next goal is to determine when is O(L, X ) non-trivial. We will
be interested mostly in the cases where X=L pa(D, +*) or X=H
p(S ),
1p<. Notice that in these cases N s # X, Es is continuous in X (in fact,
the action of K on X is continuous), and X has the ``Fatou property'' (b)
of Theorem 1.
Lemma 4.3. Let L and X be as in Theorem 1. The following are equivalent.
(i) O(L, X ) is non-trivial (i.e. it contains a function with positive
seminorm).
(ii) N s # O(L, X ) and &N s&O(L, X )>0.
(iii) For +0-almost every z # D the function w  N s(w) h&s(w, z)
belongs to X, and the function z  &N s( } ) h&s( } , z)& sX (z, z) belongs to L.
(iv) The functional f  Ns f (0)=( f, N s) F on O(L, X ) is not zero.
Proof. (ii)  (iii): Using Corollary 3.1 (ii) and the identities (2.18),
(2.10) and (2.12), we have
Q(N s b .z)(w)=ANs(z, .z(w))=N s(z&.z(w))
=N s(w) hs(.z(w), z)=N s(w) J.z(w) J.z(0)
=(&1)nN s(w) h&s(w, z) hs(z, z).
From this and Definition 4 we get the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) at once.
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(i)  (iv). Notice first that by Corollary 4.2 the functional
f  Ns f (0)=( f, N s) F is continuous in O(L, X ). If (iv) does not hold,
namely ( f, N s) F=0 for every f # O(L, X ), then by the G-invariance of
O(L, X ),
0=( f b .z , N s) F=(&1)n hs(z, z) N s f (z), \z # D, \f # O(L, X ).
This is equivalent to Qf =0 for every f # O(L, X ), namely O(L, X ) is trivial
and (i) does not hold. Conversely, assume that (i) holds, i.e. O(L, X ) is
non-trivial, and let f # O(L, X )"Mq&1. The proof of part (iii) of Lemma 4.1
applies, and yields the existence of some . # G for which ( f b ., N s) F{0.
Since f b . # O(L, X ) by Lemma 4.2, we see that (vi) holds.
The implication (ii) O (i) is trivial. In order to prove the converse we
need the following fact.
Lemma 4.4. Let X and L be as in Theorem 1 and let + be a finite Borel
measure on K. Then the operator
T+ f (w) :=|
K
f (k(w)) d+(k)
maps both spaces X and O(L, X ) continuously into themselves. Moreover, in
both cases &T+&&+&, where &+&=|+| (K ) is the total variation norm of +.
Proof. The assertion concerning the boundedness of T+ in X follows
from the ``Fatou property'' (b) in Theorem 1. Let f # O(L, X ). It is easy to
see that for every z, w # D,
Q((T+ f ) b .z)(w)=|
K
Q( f b .k(z))(k(w)) d+(k). (4.13)
Using again the ``Fatou property'' (b) and the K-invariance of X, we see
that for every fixed z # D the function (4.13) of w # D belongs to X and
&Q((T+ f ) b .z)&X|
K
&Q( f b .k(z))&X d | +|(k)
Taking norm in L, and appying the Fatou property (4.12) and the
K-invariance of L, we get
&&Q((T+ f ) b .z)&X&L|
K
&&Q( f b .k(z))&X&L d |+| (k)=|+| (K ) & f &O(L, X ) .
Thus, T+ f # O(L, X ) and &T+ f &O(L, X )|+| (K ) & f &O(L, X ) . K
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Proof of (iv) O (ii) in Lemma 4.3. Writing
Es f (w) :=|
K
f (k(w)) /s(k) dk
and using Lemma 4.4 with the measure d+(k) :=/(k)s dk, we see that
Es maps O(L, X ) continuously into itself. Let f # O(L, X ) be so that
( f, N s) F = (s)(s, ..., s) ( f, N s)H 2(S ) { 0. Then Es f = ( f, N s) H 2(S ) N s #
O(L, X ), and so N s # O(L, X ) as well. This completes the proof. K
Corollary 4.3. (i) Let 1p< and *>g&1. Then O(L, L pa(D, +*))
is non-trivial if and only if the function 2F1(sp2, sp2; *; z, z)1p hs(z, z)
belongs to L. If *>s( p+1)&1 then O(L, L pa(D, +*)) is non-trivial if
and only if hs(z, z) # L. If p>3&(2s) and 2s&1<*<s( p&1)+1 then
O(L, L pa(D, +*)) is non-trivial if and only if h
*p(z, z) # L.
(ii) O(L, H p(S )) is non-trivial if and only if the function
2F1(sp2, sp2; s; z, z)1p hs(z, z) belongs to L, 1p<. If p>2&(1s) then
O(L, H p(S )) is non-trivial if and only if hsp(z, z) # L.
(iii) Let *>(r&1) a2 Then O(L, H*) is non-trivial if and only if the
function 2F1(s, s; *; z, z)12 hs(z, z) belongs to L. If *>3s&1 then O(L, H*)
is non-trivial if and only if hs(z, z) # L.
Proof. (i) We use the equivalence of (i) and (iii) in Lemma 4.3. For
every z # D,
&N sh&s( } , z)&Lp(D, +*)r&h
&s( } , z)&Lp(D, +*)
=&h&sp2( } , z)&2pL2(D, +*)
= 2F1 \sp2 ,
sp
2
; *; z, z+
1p
,
by (2.23). This shows that O(L, L pa(D, +*)) is non-trivial if and only
if 2F1(sp2, sp2; *; z, z)1p hs(z, z) # L. If s( p+1)&1<*, then using
Corollary 2.1 (ii) we see that 2F1(sp2, sp2; *; z, z) is uniformly bounded
in D. Thus O(L, L pa(D, +*)) is non-trivial if and only if h
s(z, z) # L. If
p>3&(2s) and 2s&1<*<s( p&1)+1, then, using Corollary 2.1 (i),
2F1 \sp2 ,
sp
2
; *; z, z+rh*&sp(z, z),
and so O(L, L pa(D, +*)) is non-trivial if and only if h
*p(z, z) # L.
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(ii) This part follows along the lines of part (i), using the fact that
&N sh&s( } , z)&H p(S )= 2F1 \sp2 ,
sp
2
; s; z, z+
1p
by (2.24)
(iii) Since N s(w)h&s(w, z)=m0(s)m N
s(w) Km(w, z), we get
&N s( } ) h&s( } , z)&2H*= :
m0
(s)2m
(*)m+s
&N s( } ) Km( } , z)&
2
F
= :
m0
(s)m (s)m+s
(*)m+s
&N s( } ) Km( } , z)&
2
H2(S)
= :
m0
(s)m (s)m+s
(*)m+s
Km(z, z)
=: 2F1(s, 2s; *+s; z, z)
r2F1(s, s; *; z, z),
by (2.6). The rest is proved along the lines of the proof of part (i). K
Definition 5. Let *>3s&1. The generalized BMOA space is
BMOA :=O(L(D), L2a(D, +*)).
Namely, BMOA consists of all analytic functions f on D, for which
& f &BMOA :=sup
z # D
&Q( f b .z)&L2a(D, +*) (4.14)
is finite. The generalized VMOA space is
VMOA :=O(C0(D), L2a(D, +*)).
Namely, VMOA consists of all f # BMOA for which
lim
z  D
&Q( f b .z)&L2a(D, +*)=0.
Remark. We will prove latter that the spaces BMOA and VMOA are
independent of *, and for any two values of * the corresponding seminorms
(4.14) are equivalent. This illustrates the general phenomenon that O(L, X )
depends on the auxiliary space X in a very weak way, namely it may hap-
pen that O(L, X )=O(L, Y ) for very different spaces X and Y.
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Corollary 4.4. (i) BMOA and VMOA are non-trivial isometrically
G-invariant spaces.
(ii) BMOAMq&1 and VMOAMq&1 are complete.
(iii) BMOA/B and VMOA/B0 continuously.
Proof. Part (i) follows from Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.3. Parts (ii)
and (iii) follow from Theorem 4.1, where the ``Fatou property'' of
X=L2a(D, +*) (i.e. property (b) in Theorem 4.1) follows from the classical
Fatou's lemma. K
5. Estimates of Hypergeometric Functions and Boundedness
of the Operators Ab
This section is devoted to the characterization of the boundedness of the
the generalized Hankel operators Ab in terms of the membership of the
symbol b in either B or BMOA. The hardest part is the proof the b # B
implies the boundedness of Ab , and it requires some new growth estimates
of the hypergeometrical functions 2F1 .
For every z, w # D and *>g&1 consider the normalized kernel of
L2a(D, +*)
k(*)z (w) :=h(w, z)
&* h(z, z)*2=h(w, z)&*&h( } , z)&*&* .
Notice that the transformation rule (2.10) yields U (*)(.&1) k (*)a =;k
(*)
.(a),
where ;=sgn(J.(a)) *2s.
In what follows we denote by D(Ab) the domain of Ab , i.e. the set of all
f # L2a(D, +*) for which Ab f (z) is defined for all z, and Ab f # L
2(D, +*).
The main result of the paper is the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let b # H(D), fix *>2s&1, and consider the following
conditions.
(1) D(Ab)=L2a(+*), and Ab is bounded on L
2
a(D, +*). Notation
&b&(1) :=&Ab&B(L2(D, +*)) .
(2) b belongs to the space generalized Bloch space B, i.e.
&b&(2) :=&b&B=sup
z # D
h(z, z)s |Ns f (z)|<.
(3) k (*)z # D(Ab) for every z # D, and &b&(3) :=supz # D &Ab k
(*)
z &*<.
(4) Db b .z( } , 0) # L
2
a(D, +*) for every z # D, and &b&(4) :=
supz # D &Db b .z( } , 0)&*<.
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(5) b # BMOA, i.e. Q(b b .z) # L2a(D, +*) for every z # D and
&b&(5) :=&b&BMOA=sup
z # D
&Q(b b .z)&*<.
Then, (1) O (3)  (4)  (5) O (2) holds for all *>2s&1. If *>4s&2 then
(2) O (1), and then all the conditions are equivalent. In this case the semi-
norms &b&( j ) , 1 j5, are equivalent.
Remarks. (1) Theorem 2 is the right analog of the results of [Ax],
[AFP1], [AFP2], and [BBCZ] on the boundedness of Hankel operators
on weighted Bergman spaces.
(2) Notice that in case *>2s&2 Theorem 2 says that all the spaces
O(L, L2a(D, +*)), *>4s&2, coincide, and their semi-norms are mutually
equivalent. This justifies the notation BMOA which is independent of *.
Proof of the easy parts of Theorem 2. (1) O (3): This is trivial, since
&k (*)z &*=1 by definition.
(3)  (4)  (5): Using Proposition3.4(vi), the transformation rules
(3.2), (2.10) and (2.17) for the the substitution w=.z(!), and the fact that
Ab b .z(0, !)=Q(b b .z)(!), we get
&Ab k (*)z &
2=h(z, z)* |
D
|Ab(w, z)|2 |h(w, z)|&2* d+*(w)
=|
D
|Ab b .z(!, 0)|
2 d+*(!)=|
D
|Q(b b .z)(!)| 2 d+*(!)
=|
D
|N(!)|2s |Db b .z(!, 0)|
2 d+*(!)r|
D
|Db b .z(!, 0)|
2 d+*(!),
where the equivalence in the last line follows from (2.21):
&N sf &2*= :
m0
(s)m+s
(*)m+s(s)m
& fm&
2
Fr :
m0
& fm&
2
F
(*)m
=& f &2*
for every f # L2a(D, +*). This establishes the equivalence (3)  (4)  (5).
(5) O (2): This follows from Theorem 1(i) (see also Definitions 4
and 5), with X=L2a(D, +*) and L=L
(D).
The implication (2) O (1) in Theorem 2 is much harder, and requires
more preparation. We will use the following variant of Schur's lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let (X, 0, +) be a measure space, and let K(x, y) be a
measurable function on X_X. Assume that there exist positive measurable
functions u, v on X and positive constants C1 , C2 so that
|
X
|K(x, y)| u(x) d+(x)C1 v( y), \y # X,
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and
|
X
|K(x, y)| v( y) d+( y)C2 u(x), \x # X.
Then the integral operators
Tf (x) :=|
X
K(x, y) f ( y) d+( y) |T | f (x) :=|
X
|K(x, y)| f ( y) d+( y)
are bounded on L2(X, +) and &T&&|T |&(C1 C2)12.
We will apply Schur's lemma to prove the boundedness of Ab , which
is an integral operator on L2(D, +*) with kernel Kb(z, w) :=Ab(z, w)
h(z, w)&*. To this end we need an upper estimate on functions in B, as well
as upper estimates for the hypergeometric functions 2F1 .
Lemma 5.2. Fix :>2s&1, and let f # B with PeterWeyl expansion
f =m0 fm , fm # Pm . Define a function g: on D via
g:(z) :=N(z)s |
D
(Ns f )(!) h(z, !)&: d+:+s(!), z # D.
Then
g:(z)= :
m0, mrs
(:)m&s(s)m
(s)m&s(:+s)m&s
fm(z),
|
K
|Qf (kz)| 2 dkr|
K
| g:(kz)|2 dk,
and
| g:(z)|C & f &B |N
s(z)| 2F1 \:2 ,
:
2
; :; z, z+
Proof. Using (3.3), (2.1) and (2.8), we get
g:(z)=N s(z)(Ns f, h( } , z)&:) :+s
=N s(z)  :mrs
(s)m
(s)m&s
fm
N s
, :
n0
(:)n Kn( } , z):+s
= :
m0, mrs
(:)m&s(s)m
(s)m&s(:+s)m&s
fm(z).
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Next, if m is so that mrs, then (:)m&s(s)m (s)m&s(:+s)m&sr1, by
formulas (2.5) and (2.21). Since the spaces Pm are pairwise orthogonal with
respect to every K-invariant inner product, we get
|
K
| g:(kz)|2 dk= :
mrs
\ (:)m&s(s)m(s)m&s(:+s)m&s+
2
|
K
| fm(kz)|
2 dk
r :
mrs
|
k
| fm(kz)|
2 dk=|
K
|Qf (kz)| 2 dk.
Finally, by the definitions of g:(z) and the semi norm & f &B , we get
| g:(z)|c:+s c&1: |N
s(z)| |
D
|(Ns f )(!)| h(!, !)s |h(z, !)|&: d+:(!)
c:+s c&1: & f &B |N s(z)| |
D
|h(z, !)&:2| 2 d+:(!)
=c:+s c&1: & f &B |N
s(z)| :
m0
(:2)2m
(:)m
Km(z, z)
=C & f &B |N
s(z)| 2F1 \:2 ,
:
2
; :; z, z+ . K
Corollary 5.1. Let f # B and let :>2s&1. Then
\|K | f (kz)| dk+
12
C(:) & f &B |N s(z)| 2F1 \:2 ,
:
2
; :; z, z+ .
Remarks. (1) Notice that by Corollary 2.1 all the functions
2F1(:2, :2; :; z, z) are mutually equivalent for :>2s&2. It is very inter-
esting (and very difficult) to find their asymptotic behavior (or an optimal
upper bound) as z  D or z  S. In particular, it is interesting to
investigate whether the estimate of Proposition 0Yan for {=0 hold for
every z # D (and not just for z=te).
(2) In the case where D=D (and then n=r=s=1) we have for
every :>0
2F1 \:2,
:
2
; 2:; z, z+r1+log \ 11&|z| 2+ .
It is also known that for every function f in the Bloch space B=B(D)
| f (z)& f (0)|& f &B
1
2
log \1+|z|1&|z|+ .
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Thus Corollary 5.1 provides the optimal rate of growth of Bloch functions,
on the L2-average.
It would be desirable to find the exact pointwise upper estimate of
|Qf (z)| for functions f # B in our general setup.
Conjecture. For every ;>(r&1) a2 there exists a positive constant
C(;) so that for every f # B and z # D
|Qf (z)|C(;) & f &B |N s(z)| 2F1(;, ;; ;; z, z). (5.1)
Notice that Lemma 2.1 implies that the validity of the conjecture for some
;>(r&1) a2 implies its validity for every ;>(r&1) a2. The conjec-
ture (5.1) is supported by Corollary 5.1 and the following example.
Example. Consider the function
f (z) :=N s(z) 2F1(s, s; 2s; z, e), z # D.
We claim that
f (x)N 2s(x) 2F1(s, s; 2s; x, x), x # 0 & (e&0).
Indeed, using (2.15), (2.16) and the easy inequality (x | y)(x2 | y) for
y # 0 and x # 0 & (e&0), one gets Km(x, e)Km(x, x) for every x # 0 and
m with mrs. From this the desired lower bound for f (x) follows at once.
Next
N s f (z)= :
m0
(s)m(s)m+s
(2s)m
Km(z, e)=
10(s)
10(2s)
h(z, e)&s.
The fact that f # B follows now from the following result which was com-
municated to us by K. Zhu.
Lemma 5.3.
sup
z # D, w # D
h(z, z)
|h(z, w)|
=M<.
Proof. Using (2.10) and (2.12) we see that h(z, z)|h(z, w)|=
|h(.z(w), z)|, which is uniformly bounded in (z, w) # D_D since h is a
polynomial. In fact, it is possible to show by a more careful analysis that
the upper bound is M=2r. K
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We will need some estimates on the hypergeometric functions 2F1 which
are not provided by [FK1] or [Y1]. Let us define
L(z, w) :=\log \ 1h(z, w) ++
q
, z, w # D, (5.2)
where q is the number of non-trivial terms in the composition series (2.19).
Lemma 5.4. The function L(z, w) has the following properties.
(i) For every z, w # D,
L(z, w) :=\ !+
q
h(z, w)&!
|!=0 . (5.3)
(ii) The part of L(z,w) in Mq Mq-1 is c N s(z) N s(w) 2F1(s, s; 2s; z, w).
Namely,
L(z,w)=c N s(z) N s(w) 2F1(s, s; 2s; z, w)+M(z, w) (5.4)
where
c=q !
10(s)
10(2s)
`
r
j=1
`$
0ks&1 \k&( j&1)
a
2 + ,
the product >$0ks&1 ranges over the non-zero terms, and
M(z, w)= :
m<s \

!+
q
(!)m|!=0 Km (z, w).
(iii) For every f # B2 and z # D,
Qf (z)=c$( f, L( } , z)) B2 , (5.5)
where c$=10(s)2c10(2s)2. Thus the function c$L(z, w) is the reproducing
kernel of B2 .
Proof. Equation (5.3) follows from the Definition (5.2). (5.4) follows
from the fact that if mrs then
(!)m=!
q `
r
j=1
`$
0ks&1 \!+k&( j&1)
a
2+ (!+s)m&s ,
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(where, as in (5.4), the product ranges over the terms which do not vanish
at !=0). From this we get for m with mrs,
\ !+
q
(!)m|!=0 Km(z, w)=q ! `
r
j=1
`$
0ks&1 \k&( j&1)
a
2+ (s)m&s Km(z, w)
=c N s(z) N s(w)
(s)2m&s
(2s)m&s
Km&s(z, w).
Finally, (5.5) follows from (5.4) and (4.8). K
Remark. The fact that c$L(z, w) (or, (10(s)10(2s))2 N s(z) N s(w)
2F1(s, s; 2s; z, w)) is the reproducing kernel of B2 is a generalization of
the well-known fact that log(11&zw ) is the reproducing kernel of the
Dirichlet space B2 in the context of the unit disk D, namely f (z)& f (0)=
( f, log(11&}z )) B2 for every f # B2 .
Lemma 5.5. (i) For every z # D,
|N(z)| s 2F1(s, s; 2s; z, z){C1+C2 \log \ 1h (z, z)++
q
= 2F1 \s2 ,
s
2
; s; z, z+ .
(ii) For every =>0 there exists a positive constant M(=) so that for
every z # D
2F1 \s2 ,
s
2
; s; z, z+M(=) h(z, z)&(s(s&1)2s&1)&=
Proof. (i) Using (5.4) and (5.5) we get for every z # D
|N(z)| 2s 2F1(s, s; 2s; z, z)=
c$
c
(L( } , z), L( } , z)) B2 .
Using (4.8) for the inner product in B2 in terms of integration over S and
the fact that
N s \ w+ L(w, z)=c
10(2s)
10(s)
h(w, z)&s N s(z), z # D,
we get
|N(z)| 2s 2F1(s, s; 2s; z, z)
=
1
c
N s(z) |
S
L(z, !) N s(!) h(!, z)&s d_(!), z # D.
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Using Lemma 5.3, we see that
sup
! # S
|L(z, !)|=sup
! # S } log \
1
h(z, !)+}
q
A1+A2 \log \ 1h(z, z)++
q
, z # D.
Hence, for every z # D
|N(z)| s 2F1(s, s; 2s; z, z){C1+C2 \log \ 1h(z, z)++
q
= |S |h(!, z)| &s d_(!)
={C1+C2 \log \ 1h(z, z)++
q
= 2F1 \s2 ,
s
2
; s; z , z).
(ii) Notice first that for every 1p< and z # D
2F1 \ s2 ,
s
2
; s; z, z+=|S |h(!, z)|&s d_(!)
\|S |h(!, z)|&sp d_(!)+
1p
=2F1 \sp2 ,
sp
2
; s; z, z+
1p
.
If we choose p>2&1s then, by Corollary 2.1,
2F1 \sp2 ,
sp
2
; s; z, z+
1p
rh(z, z)&s+(sp), z # D.
Hence,
2F1 \s2 ,
s
2
; s; z, z+Mp h(z, z)&s+(sp), z # D.
This establishes (ii). K
Remark. It is very interesting to find the exact asymptotic behavior
of 2F1(s2, s2; s; z, z) as z approaches the boundary D or the Shilov
boundary S.
In our study of the asymptotic behavior of the hypergeometric functions
we work modulo the equivalence relation
FrH  0< inf
z # D
|F(z)|
|H(z)|
sup
z # D
|F(z)|
|H(z)|
<.
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Let p # N and let : # R p+1, and ; # R p be so that :j , ;j>(r&1) a2. Define
#(: , ; ) := :
p
j=0
:j& :
p
j=1
;j .
and
F(#, z) := p+1Fp(: ; ; ; z, z), z # D, #=#(: , ; ),
and notice that in view of Corollary 2.1 F(#, z) is well defined modulo
equivalence, i.e. independent (up to equivalence) of the particular p and : ,
; for which #=#(: , ; ). All the statements bellow concerning F(#, z) will be
understood modulo this equivalence relation. Notice that Corollary 2.1 can
be restated as
F(#, z)=h(z, z)&#, z # D, #>(s&1),
F(#, z)=1, z # D, #<&(s&1).
Also, Lemma 5.5 yields the estimate
|N(z)| s F(0, z){C1+C2 \log \ 1h(z, z) ++
q
= 2F1 \ s2 ,
s
2
; s; z, z+ .
Moreover, formula (2.24) can be written as
F(#, z)=h(z, z)&# F(&#, z), z # D, # # R.
Namely, the function (modulo the equivalence relation) H(#, z) :=
h(z, z)#2 F(#, z) is even.
Lemma (i) For all z # D the function # [ F(#, z) is log-convex, that is
F((1&%) #1+%#2 , z)F(#1 , z)1&% F(#2 , z)% (5.6)
for all #1 , #2 # R , % # [0, 1] and z # D.
(ii) Let # # [&(s&1), (s&1)]. Then for every =>0 there exist a
positive constant C= so that
F(#, z)C= h(z, z)&(#+s&1)2&=, z # D. (5.7)
(iii) In particular, for every =>0,
F(0, z)C= h(z, z)&(s&1)2&=, z # D.
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Namely, for every =>0 and :>s&1 there exists a positive constant C=, : so
that for every z # D,
2F1(:, :; 2:; z, z)C=, : h(z, z)&(s&1)2&=
Proof. (i) In view of the continuity of the functions p+1Fp in its
parameters it is certainly enough to prove (5.6) for %=12. Let
:1 , :2 , ;, :$1 , :2 , ;$, *>(r&1) a2, be so that
2(:1+:2&;)&*=#1 , 2(:$1+:$2&;$)&*=#2 .
Then,
F \#1+#22 , z+= 4F3(:1 , :2 , :$1 , :$2 ; ;, ;$, *; z, z)
=( 2F1(:1 , :2 ; ;; } , z), 2F1(:$1 , :$2 ; ;$; } , z))* .
Thus, by the CauchySchwartz inequality in H* ,
F((#1+#2)2, z)&2F1(:1 , :2 ; ;; } , z)&* &2F1(:$1 , :$2 ; ;$; } , z)&*
=4F3(:1 , :2 , :1 , :2 ; ;, ;, *; z, z)12
_4F3(:$1 , :$2 , :$1 , :$2 ; ;$, ;$, *; z, z)12
=F(#1 , z)12 F(#2 , z)12.
(ii) Let ;>s&1 and write #=(1&%)(&;)+%;=(2%&1);. Using
part (i) and Corollary 2.1 we get for every z # D
F(#, z)F(&;, z)1&% F(;, z)%C; h(z, z)&%;=B; h(z, z)&(#+%2).
Since ;>s&1 is arbitrary, we get (5.7).
(iii) This is a special case of (ii). K
Corollary 5.2. Let f # B and let }>3s&2. Then Qf # L2a(D, +}).
Proof. Using Lemma 5.2 with :=2s and Lemma 5.6(iii) we get for
every =>0
|
D
|Qf (z)| 2 d+}(z)C2 & f &2B |
D
2F1(s, s; 2s; z, z)2 d+}
C2C 2=, s & f &
2
B |
D
h(z, z)&(s&1)&= d+} (z),
which is finite if 0<=<}&3s+2. This choice of = is possible since
}>3s&2. K
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The following estimate of F(#, z) cannot be derived from Lemma 5.6.
Lemma 5.7. Let }>2s&1. Then F(#, } ) # L1(D, +}) if and only if
}&#>2s&1.
Proof. Choose :>max[}&#+s&1, 2s&1]. Then (up to equivalence)
F(#, z)=|
D
|h(z, !)&(:+#2)| 2 d+:(!), z # D.
Using Fubini Theorem and Corollary 2.1, we get by the choice of :
|
D
F(#, z) d+}(z)=|
D \|D |h(z, !)&(:+#2)| 2 d+}(z)+ d+:(!)
=|
D
2F1 \:+#2 ,
:+#
2
; }; !, !+ d+:(!)
r|
D
h(!, !)&(:+#&}) d+:(!)
=c: |
D
h(!, !)}&#&2s dm(!).
This integral is finite if and only if }&#>2s&1. K
Corollary 5.3. Let &s+1#s&1, let 1<p< and let
}>2s&1+max[s&1, p#+(s&1)( p&1)].
Then F(#, } ) # L p(D, +}).
Proof. Set p$=p( p&1). Let :>max[s&1, p#+(s&1)( p&1)], and
write #=p&1:+p$&1( p$#&:( p&1)). Since :>s&1 and p$#&:( p&1)<
&s+1, we get by Lemma 5.6
F(#, z)F(:, z)1p F(( p$#&:( p&1)), z)1p$CF(:, z), z # D.
Therefore
|
D
F(#, z) p d+}(z)C p |
D
F(:, z) d+}(z).
Lemma 5.7 tells us that the integral on the right hand side is finite if and
only if }&:>2s&1. Hence, F(#, } ) # L p(D, +} as soon as }>2s&1+
max[s&1, p#+(s&1)( p&1)]. K
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Proof of the Implication (2) O (1) in Theorem 2. Assume that *>4s&2
and let b # B. Since Ab is an integral operator on L2(D, +:) with kernel
Kb(z, w) :=Ab(z, w) h(z, w)&* it is enough by Lemma 5.1 and the symmetry
of |Kb(z, w)| to prove that there exist ; # R and 0<M< so that
|
D
|Ab(z, w)| |h(z, w)|&* h(w, w)&; d+*(w)M & f &B h(z, z)
&;. (5.8)
for every z # D. Using the substitution !=.z(w) and formulas (2.10),
(2.11), (2.12), and (3.1) we see that
|
D
|Ab(z, w)| |h(z, w)| &* h(w, w)&; d+*(w)
=h(z, z)&; |
D
|Q(b b .z)(!)| |h(z, !)2;&* h(!, !)&; d+*(!).
Thus (5.8) will follows from the following lemma.
Lemma 5.8. Let *>4s&2. Then there exists ; # R so that for every
b # B
sup
z # D
|
D
|Q(b b .z)(!)| |h(z, !)2;&* h(!, !)&; d+*(!)<. (5.9)
Proof. Let us choose *2;<*&2s+1. This choice is possible
since *>4s&2. Since h(z, !) is polynomial and 2;&*0 we have
supz, ! # D |h(z, !)| 2;&*<. It follows by Lemma 5.2 that
|
D
|Q(b b .z)(!)| |h(z, !)| 2;&* d+*&;(!)
A|
D
|Q(b b .z)(!)| d+*&;(!)
=A |
D
|
K
|Q(b b .z)(k(!))| dk d+*&;(!)
A |
D \|K |Q(b b .z)(k(!))| 2 dk+
12
d+*&;(!).
A C &b b .z&B |
D
F(0, !) d+*&;(!).
Lemma 5.7 ensures by the choice of ; that the last integral is finite. Since
&b b .z&B=&b&B< for every z # D, this establishes (5.9) and completes
the proof of the lemma. Thus the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. K
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Remark. It is interesting to try to relax the assumption *>4s&2 used
in the implication (2) O (1) in Theorem 2. We remark that our method of
proof (namely, the use of Lemma 5.1) requires *>*0 with some *0>2s&1.
6. Compactness of Ab and Characterizations of B0
In this section we characterize the compactness of the generalized
Hankel operators Ab in terms of the membership of the symbol b in either
B0 or VMOA. We also establish various characterizations of the space
B0 , analogous to those of the little Bloch space in the context of the unit
disk.
Our main result here is the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let b # B, fix *>2s&1, and consider the following condi-
tions.
(1) Ab is compact on L2a(D, +*);
(2) b belongs to the little Bloch space space B0 , namely
limz  D h(z, z)s |(N s f )(z)|=0;
(3) limz  D &Ab k (*)z &*=0,
(4) limz  D &Db b .z( } , 0)&*=0;
(5) b # VMOA, namely limz  D &Q(b b .z)&*=0.
Then, (1) O (3)  (4)  (5) O (2) for all *>2s&1. If *>4s&2 then
(2) O (1), and all the conditions are equivalent.
Remark. Theorem 3 is the right analog of the results of [Ax], [AFP1],
[BBCZ], and [Z2] on the compactness of Hankel operators on weighted
Bergman spaces.
Recall first the following standard fact concerning weak convergence in
L2a(D, +*).
Lemma 6.1. Let *>2s&1 and let [ fn]n=1 be a sequence in L
2
a(D, +*).
Then fn  0 weakly if and only if supn & fn&*< and fn(z)  0 uniformly on
compact subsets of D.
From this one gets
Lemma 6.2. Let *>2s&1. Then k (*)z  0 weakly in L
2
a(D, +*) as z  D.
In fact, Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 hold in the spaces H* for any * in the
Wallach set W(D).
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Proof of Theorem 3. The implication (1) O (3) follows from Lemma 6.2
and the fact that every compact operator maps a weakly null sequence to
a sequence converging to zero in norm. Conditions (3), (4) and (5) are
equivalent because, as was shown in the proof of Theorem 2,
&Ab k (*)z &*=&Q(b b .z)&*=&N
s Db b .z( } , 0)&*r&Db b .z( } , 0)&* .
The implication (5) O (2) follows from the inequality |N s(b b .z)(0)|
} &Q(b b .z)&* which was established in the proof of Theorem 1 (and
already used in the proof of the implication (5) O (2) in Theorem 2).
It remains to prove that (2) O (1). Notice first that if b is a polynomial
then b # B2 by (4.8). Therefore, using (4.9), we see that Ab is Hilbert
Schmidt operator, and therefore compact. Using Theorem 0t1 we see that
the map b  Ab is bounded from B into B(L2(D, +*)). It is therefore
enough to show that B0 is the closure of the polynomials in B. The fact
that every polynomial belongs to B0 is trivial. Indeed, if b is a polynomial
then Ns b is also a polynomial, and in particularbounded in D. Since
h(z, z)  0 as z  D, we get (Ns b)(z) h(z, z)s  0 as z  D, as so b # B0 .
Since B0 is closed in B, it follows that the closure of the polynomials in B
is contained in B0 . The converse direction, namely the fact that every
f # B0 is approximable in the semi-norm of B by polynomials, is more
difficult and requires some preparation.
Lemma 6.3. (i) Let m # N and consider the linear functional Lm( f ) :=
( f, N m) F on H (D). Then &Lm&H (D)*=&N m&2F=(s)(m, m, ..., m) .
(ii) H (D)/B and & f &B(s)(s, s, ..., s) & f &H (D) for every f # H (D).
Moreover, the constant (s)(s, s, ..., s) in the above inequality is exact.
Proof. (i) Since &N m&H (D)=1, we get
&Lm&H (D)*|Lm(N m)|=&N m&2F=(s)(s, s, ..., s) .
On the other hand, Schur's lemma implies that ( f, N m) F=(s)(s, s, ..., s)
( f, N m) L2(S ) for every f # H 1(S), and in particular for every f # H (D).
Since |N(!)|=1 for ! # S, it follows by standard arguments that
&Lm&H (D)*=(s)(s, s, ..., s) sup[ |( f, N m) L2(S ) |; & f &H (D)1](s)(s, s, ..., s) .
(ii) Using part (i) with m=s, we get for f # H (D)
|(Ns f )(0)|=|( f N s) F |&Ls&H(D)* & f &H(D)=(s)(s, s, ..., s) & f &H (D) .
Replacing f by f b  with  # Aut(D), we get
|N s( f b )(0)|(s)(s, s, ..., s) & f b &H(D)=(s)(s, s, ..., s) & f &H (D) .
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Thus, f # B and & f &B(s)(s, s, ..., s) & f &H(D) . Finally, notice that the
equality is obtained by taking f =N s. K
Recall that Aut(D) acts continuously on the Shilov boundary S of D
(in the topology of uniform convergence). Let us denote by 1 the unit
element of Aut(D), i.e. the identity function on D.
Lemma 6.4. Let f be a polynomial. Then f b   in B as   1 in
Aut(D).
Proof. Let =>0, and choose $ so that | f (z)& f (w)|<= whenever z,
w # S and &z&w&<$. Let U :=[ # G; &(z)&z&<$ \z # S ]. Then U is
an open neighborhood of 1 in Aut(D), and | f ((z))& f (z)|<= for every
 # U and z # S. It follows that for every  # U and . # Aut(D)
|(Ns( f b  b .& f b .))(0)|
=(s)(s, ..., s) }|S ( f ((.(!)))& f (.(!)) N s(!) d_(!)}
<(s)(s, ..., s) =.
Thus, & f b & f &B<(s)(s, ..., s) =. K
For any function f on D and \ # [0, 1] let f\(z) := f (\z). Notice that f\
is defined in \&1D. Let P\(eit)=(1&\2) |1&\e&it| &2 be the Poisson
kernel for the unit circle T at the point \. If f is analytic in D then
f\(z)=
1
2? |T P\(e
it) f (eitz) dt (6.1)
for every 0 \<1 and z # D. This follows by considering for fixed z # D
the Poisson intgral of the bounded analytic function g(!) := f (!z), # D.
Also, if f is analytic in D then for any \ # [0, 1) the functions f\ and Ns f\
are bounded on D, and therefore limz  D h(z, z)s |Ns f\(z)|=0, namely
f\ # B0 .
The following result is analogous to the characterization of the little
Bloch space in the context of the unit disk. It is more that enough to com-
plete the proof of Theorem 3.
Theorem 4. Let f # B. The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) f # B0 ;
(2) & f\& f &B  0 as \ A 1;
(3) There exist a sequence [ pm] of polynomials so that & f &pm&B  0
as \ A 1;
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(4) & f b & f &B  0 as   1 in Aut(D).
(5) & f b k& f &B  0 as k  1 in K.
(6) & f (eitz)& f (z)&B  0 as t  0.
Proof. The implications (4) O (5) and (5) O (6) are trivial, and the
implication (6) O (2) follows by standard Poisson summability arguments
(see, for Instance, [K]).
(2) O (1). Assume (2), and let =>0. Let \(=) be so that
h(z, z)s |N s( f (z)& f\(z))|<=, z # D,
for every \ # (\(=), 1). Thus,
h(z, z)s |N s f (z)|<=+h(z, z)s |Ns f\(z)|
for every \ # (\(=), 1). Since f\ # B0 by the discussion preceding the state-
ment of Theorem 4, we have
lim sup
z  D
h(z, z)s |Ns( f (z)|=.
Since =>0 is arbitrary, we get f # B0 . Thus (2) O (1).
(1) O (2). Recall that z  D if and only if &z&  1, where &z&  1=
s1(z) is the largest singular number of z. The desired implication follows
from the following result.
Lemma 6.5. Let f # B0 . Then limz  D (sup0\1 h(z, z)s |Ns f\(z)| )=0.
Proof. If & f &B=0 (i.e. Ns f (z)#0) there is nothing to prove. Therefore
we assume that & f &B=0. Next, notice that N s f\(z)=\
n(N s f )(\z)=
\n(N s f )\(z). This follows by differentiating of the identity f\(z)=
12? T P\(e
it) f (eitz) dt and the easily verified fact that Ns f (eitz)=
eint(Ns f )(eitz). Set
Mf (t) := sup
t<&z&<1
h(z, z)s |Ns f (z)|.
We have to show that sup1\1 Mf\(t)  0 as t  1. First,
Mf\(t)= sup
t<&z&<1
h(z, z)s \n |Ns f (\z)|
 sup
t<&z&<1
h(z, z)s
h(\z, \z)s
h(\z, \z)s |Ns f (\z)|
\ 1&t
2
1&\2t2+
s
Mf (\t)
1&t2
1&\2t2
Mf (\t).
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Let 0<=<& f &B . Since f # B0 there exists t1 # (0, 1) so that Mf (t)<= for
t1<t<1. Let t1<t(=)<1 be so that
t1
t
<\1&(1&t2) & f &B= +
12
for every t with t(=)t<1, and choose \0 so that
t1
t(=)
<\0<\1&(1&t(=)2) & f &B= +
12
.
Let t # (t(=), 1). If \\0 , then by the choice of \0 , (1&t2)(1&\2)<
=& f &B . Hence,
1&t2
1&\2t2
Mf (\t)
1&t2
1&\2
& f &B
=2 & f &B
& f &B =
==.
If \0\1, then \t>t1 by the choice of \0 , and so
1&t2
1&\2t2
Mf (\t)Mf (\t)<=.
Thus, sup0\1 Mf\(t)<= for every t # (t(=), 1). This completes the
proof. K
Using Lemma 6.5 we continue the proof of the implication (1) O (2) in
Theorem 4. Let f # B0 and let =>0. Let t # (0, 1) be so that
sup
0\1
h(z, z)s |Ns f\(z)|<=
for all z # D with &z&>t. Let \= be so that |Ns f (z)&Ns f\(z)|<= for all
z # D with &z&t and \ # (\= , 1). This choice is possible because
[z # D; &z&t] is a compact subset of D, and because
N s f\(z)= :
m0
\ |m|
(s)m
(s)m&s
fm
N s
.
Then, for \ # (\= , 1) and every z # D
h(z, z)s |N s( f & f\)(z)| max
&z&t
|Ns f (z)&Ns f\(z)|
+ sup
&z&t
h(z, z)s |Ns f (z)&Ns f\(z)|<2=,
i.e. & f & f\&B<2= if \=<\<1. This completes the proof of (1) O (2).
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(2) O (3). Assume that f satisfy (2). Let [\m] be a sequence in (0, 1)
so that \m  1, and set gm := f\m . Choose polynomials [ pm] so that
| gm(z)&pm(z)|1m for every z # D . Using Lemma 6.3 we get
& f &pm&B& f &gm&B+
(s)(s, ..., s)
m
.
Using (2) we get limm   & f &pm&B=0.
(3) O (4). Assume that [ pm] are polynomials so that
limm   & f &pm&B=0. Let  # Aut(D). Then
& f b & f &B& f b &pm b &B+&pm b &pm&B+&pm& f &B
&pm b &pm&B+2&pm& f &B .
Using Lemma 6.4 we get lim sup  1 & f b & f &B2 &pm& f &B . Since
limm   & f &pm&B=0, we obtain lim  1 & f b & f &B=0. This completes
the proof of the implication (3) O (4), and the proof of Theorem 4 is
complete. K
APPENDIX: PeterWeyl Multipliers of H(D)
As in Section 6 we use the notation f\(z) := f (\z) for 0\<1, z # D and
f # H(D). Let
& f &\ :=& f\&H(D)= sup
z # \D
| f (z)|.
Then the family [& }&\ ; 0\<1] of norms generate the topology of
H(D), namely fk(z)  f (z) uniformly on compact subsets of D if and only
if & fk& f &\  0 for every \ # [0, 1). In fact, to this end it suffices to
consider any sequence [& }&\k] with supk \k=1.
Let
El f (z) :=
1
2? |
2?
0
f (eitz) e&ilt dt (7.1)
be the projection onto the space Pl of homogeneous polynomials of degree
l, l=0, 1, 2, ... . Thus the homogeneous expansion of every f # H(D) is
f =l=0 El f, El f = |m|=l fm , and f\=

l=0 \
lEl f.
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Lemma 7.1. Let f # H(D). Let 0\<1 and set { :=2\(1+\). Then
sup
l0
&El f &\& f &\sup
l0
&El f &{ .
Hence, limk   fk=0 in H(D) if and only if limk   (sup l0 &El fk&\)=0
for every 0\<1.
Proof. The inequality &El f &\& f &\ , 0\<1, follows from the defini-
tion (7.1). Next, fix 0\<1 and let z # \D. Let w :=2(1+\) z, and notice
that w # {D. Since f (z)=l0 ((1+\)2) l El f (w), we get
& f &\ :
l0 \
1+\
2 +
l
&El f &{
2
1&\
sup
l0
&El f &{ . K
Lemma 7.2. For every 0\1<\2<1 there exist positive constants
A\1 , \2 and B\1 , \2 so that for every f # H(D),
& f &\1A\1 , \2 sup
m0
& fm&\2 (7.2)
and
sup
m0
& fm&\1B\1 , \2 & f &\2 . (7.3)
Proof. Let f # H(D), m0 and set l :=|m|=m1+ } } } +mr . Then for
every z # \1D,
fm(z)=( f, Km( } , z)) F=\
&l
2 (f\2 , Km( } , z)) F
=\&l2 \nr+m ( f\2 , Km( } , z)) H 2(S ) .
Hence,
| fm(z)|\
&l
2 \nr+m & f &\2 &Km( } , z)&H 2(S )\&l2 \\
n
r+m+
12
& f &\2 Km(z, z)
12.
Next, we claim that Km(w, w)Km(e, e) for every w # D and m0. Indeed,
by the K-invariance it is enough to prove this for w # 0 & (e&0). Using
the fact that S is the Shilov boundary for D we get by the Cauchy
Schwartz inequality for Km,
Km(w, w)=Km(w
2, e)sup
! # D
|Km(!, e)|=sup
! # S
|Km(!, e)|
sup
! # S
Km(!, !)
12 Km(e, e)
12=Km(e, e).
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Since z # \1 D and Km(e, e)=dm (nr)m (see (2.15)) we get Km(z, z)
\2l1 dm (nr)m, and so
& fm&\1\\1\2+
l
d12m & f &\2 . (7.4)
It is known that dmr>rj=1 (mj+1)a, see [U1]. Hence,
B\1 , \2 := sup
m0 \
\1
\2+
l
d12m <,
and (7.4) yields (7.3).
Next, for every z # \1D let w :=\2 z\1 . Then f (z)=m0 (\1 \2)
|m|
fm(w), and
& f &\1 :
m0 \
\1
\2 +
|m|
sup
m0
& fm&\2 . (7.5)
Since Pl= |m|=l Pm and dim Pl=(
n&1+l
n&1 ), we have
:
m0 \
\1
\2+
|m|
 :
l0 \
n&1+l
n&1 + \
\1
\2+
l
=\1&\1\2+
&n
<.
From this and (7.5) we get (7.2) with A\1 , \2=(1&
\1
\2)
&n. K
Lemma 7.2 yields the following result.
Corollary 7.1. Let [ fk]/H(D), with PeterWeyl expansions
fk=m0 fk, m . Then limk   fk=0 in H(D) if and only if
limk   (supm0 & fk, m&\)=0 for every 0\<1.
Proposition 7.1. Let f # H(D). Then f\  f in H(D) as \  1&.
Proof. Using (6.1) we get | f (z)& f\(z)|12? 2?0 | f (z)& f (e
itz)|
P\(eit) dt. Since f is uniformly continuous in {D for every fixed 0{<1,
standard Poisson summability arguments (see [K]) allow us to conclude
that the right hand side approaches 0 as \  1&, uniformly in z # {D. K
Lemma 7.3. Consider a family [ fm # Pm]m0. Then m0 fm converges
in H(D) (and defines a function in H(D)) if and only if [ fm] is bounded
in H(D), i.e. supm & fm&\< for every \ # [0, 1).
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Proof. If m0 fm converges in H(D), then it converges in any norm
& }&\ , 0\<1, and therefore [& fm&\] is bounded. Conversely, assume
that :(\) :=supm0 & fm&\< for every 0\<1. Fix 0\1<1. Then for
every \2 # (\1 , 1) we have
:
m0
& fm&\1= :
m0 \
\1
\2+
|m|
& fm&\2:(\2) :
m0 \
\1
\2+
|m|
<. K
We are ready to characterize the PeterWeyl multipliers of H(D).
Theorem 5. Let c=[cm]m0 be a sequence of complex numbers. Then
the operator
M(c) \ :m0 fm+ := :m0 cm fm (7.6)
is continuous on H(D) if and only if
;(t) := sup
m0
|cm| t
|m |<, \t # [0, 1). (7.7)
Proof. M(c) is clearly a closed operator. Hence, by the open mapping
theorem for Frechet spaces, it is enough to show that (7.7) is equivalent to
M(c) H(D)/H(D). Let f =m0 fm # H(D), i.e. supm0 & fm&\< for
every 0\<1. Then, with { # (\, 1), we have
sup
m0
&cm fm&\ sup
m0
|cm| \\{+
|m |
& fm&{; \\{+ supm0 & fm&{<.
Thus M(c) f =m0 cm fm converges in H(D). Since this holds for every
f # H(D), we get M(c) H(D)/H(D).
Conversely, assume that M(c) H(D)/H(D). For every m0 let
,m(z)=(nr)m d
&1
m Km(z, e) be the unique spherical polynomial in Pm , see
(2.15) Since |Km(z, e)|Km(z, z)
12 Km(e, e)
12=Km(e, e) for z # S, we get
&,m&H (D)=1, and so &,m&\=\
|m | for every 0\<1 and m0. It
follows by Lemma 7.3 that f :=m0 ,m converges in H(D). Since M(c)
maps H(D) into itself, we get that M(c) f =m0 cm .m converges in
H(D). Using Lemma 7.3 again, we see for every 0\<1,
> sup
m0
|cm| &,m&\= sup
m0
|cm| \
|m |=;(\). K
In what follows, an ``isomorphism'' of H(D) is a linear homeomorphism.
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Corollary 7.2. Let : # C, ; # C"P(D), and let c=[cm]m0 be defined
by cm=(:)m (;)m. Then the operator M(c) defined by (7.6) maps H(D)
continuously into itself. If also : # C"P(D) then M(c) is an isomorphism of
H(D) onto itself.
Proof. Using Lemma 2.1, we get for every 0t<1
sup
m0
|cm| t
|m|C sup
m0
t |m| \`
r
j=1
(mj+1)+
R(:&;)
<.
Thus M(c) maps H(D) continuously into itself. Moreover, if : # C"P(D),
then by interchanging the roles of : and ;, we see that M(c)&1 maps H(D)
continuously into itself as well. Thus M(c) is an isomorphism of H(D). K
For any subset S of [m; m0] let HS(D) :=[ f # H(D)=m # S fm].
The proofs of Theorem 5 and Corollary 7.2 yield the following result.
Corollary 7.3. Let S/[m; m0] and let c :=[cm ; m # S] satisfy
sup
m # S
|cm| t
|m|<, \t # [0, 1).
Then the operator M(c)m # S fm :=m # S cm fm maps HS(D) continuously
into itself. If [cm] satisfy also
sup
m # S
t |m |
|cm|
<, \t # [0, 1),
then M(c) is an isomorphism of HS(D). In particular, this holds if
cm=(:)m (;)m for every m # S, where :, ; # C"P(D).
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